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CHAPTER 1 

lNTRQDUCTION 

1.1 SUCROCHEMISTRY 

The natural saccha~ides can be divided into mono- and poly

saccharides, generally built up of pentoses (CSH100S) and 

hexoses (C6H120 6 ). The name sucrochemistry in its narrow sen

~e deals with the chemistry of mono- and disaccharides only 

(1). The g~eat wealth of knowledge in this field of chemis

try should be more intensively applied to the manufaoture of 

chemicals which are e.g. rich in oxy~en. This could lead to a 

teohnolo9ical expansion as has been seen in other parts of 

chemist~y e.g. petro- and polymerohernistry. A survey of the 

signifioance of the sucrochemistry is given by Karf (2). 

DUring the last decennia intensive research has been oa~.ied 

out into the possibilities of using the raw materials whioh 

are available. The procedures found can ~oughly be divided in 

to chemical and biochemical processes. A general comparison 

between the two systems is summarised in table 1. 

table 1 A comparison between chemical (catalytic) and bio

chemioal processes. 

prooess type 

reaction time 

concentration level of the ~eactants 

reactor volume 

selectivity 

product separation 

continuous operation 

catalytic bioohemical 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
reliability (resistanc@ against poisonin9) + 

+ : favourable I - : less favourabl@ 
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For an economical evaluation another impo~tant parameter is 

the life-time of the catalyst or the biologically act~ve ma

terial. We co~lo not make a compariqon due to a lack of in

formation, especially on the life-time of posq~ble catalysts. 

The research is often of a product-technical character, in 

which mechanistical and/or kinetical certainties are lacking. 

This is partially caused by the lack of sufficiently accurate 

analytical methods, both qualitative and qua~titative, £or 

the generally complex proouct mixtures. This complexity is 

the consequence of the structure of a sugar molecule with its 

number of very reactive sites. 

1 .2 THE OXIDATION OF UON05~CCHARIOES 

This is one of the main types of reactions that Can be ap

plied to carbohyOrates. ~ well-~nown example is the oxidation 

of I-sorbose to 2-keto-l-gulonic acid from which vitamin C 

(ascorbic acid lactone) can eaSily be obtained. 

I-sorbose 2-keto-l-gulonic 

acid 

-

I-ascorbic acid 

lactone 

Without precaut~on$ the oxidation step is attended by many 

side react~ons, so that a protection of the reactive OH func

tions by means of e.g. acetone is nec~ssary. This introduces 

at least three re~ction steps.The va~iOU$ routes of this pure 

chemical synthesis are all ba$~d on the work of Reichstein(3). 
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Another industrial examp~e is the biochemical oxidation of d

glucose to d-gluconic acid. 

° II 
CH 
I 

RCOR 

o 
II 
COM 
1 

RCOf! 
1 

RotH 
I 

HeOl> 
1 

ReOR 

------I_~ HOTH 
HCOR 

I 
CH:zOH 

1 
HCQH 

1 c:n20H 

d-g~ucose d-g~uconic acid 

In princip~e the two reactions mentioned also can be carried 

out by means of a hete~ogeneous noble-meta~ ca~a~ysed o~ida

~ion in aqueous a~ka~ine so~utions. Besides thei. chemico

~echnological interest these cata~ytic conversions o~ mono

saccharides are of economical importance too. Their reaction 

mechanism and reaction kinetics have not yet been exhaustive

~y studied, particu~ar~y not with regard to the p.oduct dis

t.ibutions. 

This thesis partly dea~s with the kinetics of the platinum 

catalysed oxidation of glucose. The mechanism and the kine

tics of the parallel existing, non-catalytic , homogeneous oxi

dation are studied in order to achieve basic information on 

the behaviour of hexoses in aqueous a~kaline solutions. 

An analytica~ system is deve~oped based On gas-~iquid chroma

tography and disp~acement electrophoresis in capilla~y tubes. 

Some different types of catalysts and supports are discussed. 

A comparison between a continuous stirred tank reactOr and a 

trickle bed system is given. 



CHA~TER 2 

THE STIRRED TANK REACTOR SYSTEM 

~.1 INTRODUCTION 

The most interesting ranges of the important parameters on 

the reaction velooity and the product distribution of the ca

talytic and the non-catalytic oxidation of monosaccharides 

are summarised in table 2. 

table 2: Reaction parameters. 

parameter range 

temperature 

oxygen partial pressure 

Oll ion concent;t:"ation 

glucose concentration 

catalyst concentration 

reaction time 

35 - 70 

0-1 
d - 50 

5 - 250 

0-5 

o - 50 

mmol/l. 

romol/l. 

g,amjl. 

hour 

In order to carry out kinetic experiments these parameters 

have to be measured accurately and some of them have to be 

controlled on a desired level during reaction time. 

The total oxygen consumption and the total acid production 

are significant to follow the overall re~tion as a function 

of time and fOr that purpose they have to be determined. 

The reaction rate should as little as possible be influenced 

by transport phenomena. 

A stirred tank reactor in which the three phases ~liquid so

lution, gaseous oxygen, and solid catalyst-- are well mixed, 

meets the required Oonditions. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the experiments have boen carried 

out batch-wise. 
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2,2 THE STIRRED TANK REACTOR 

A schernatical presentation is given by figure 1, (soale 1 , 2) 

Unless othe~wise mentioned, all parts a~e made of stainless 

steel type AISI 321, 

For oontinuous operation the liquid level in the reactor can 

be cont~olled by means of an elect~ode system, which powers 

the liquid outlet valve. In the case of catalytic experiments 

a filterplate can be mounted on the whole cross - section of 

the bottom of the reactor. 

2.3 FLOW SCHEME 

A general flow sheet of the reactor- and the measuring system 

is given in figure 2. 

2.3.1 The reaction tempe~ature is measured by an iron/con

stantan thermocouple, stearing an on/off electronic 

energy controller. The variation of the measured temperature 

of the liquid was +/- 0,5 °C. 

2.3.2 The OK-ion concentration is measured by a combined 

glas-oalomel electrode (Radiometer GK 2021 C, length 

30 cm) attached to a pH controller (Radiometer TTT 10), The 

aoouracy of the pH control is strongly dependent of the elec

trode behaviour ~t the relatively high reaction temperature 

and -alcality. Some important error SOurces are: 

- temperature changes of the electrode may cause a plugging 

of the Kel bridge due to cristallisation of ReI from the 

saturated solution, This disadvantage can be reduced by re

placing the saturated solution by a 0,1 molair one. The 

best reproduoibility is obtaineo oy storing the eleot~ooe, 

under the same temperature conditions as in the reactor. In 

this way a constant temperature gradient along the height 

of the electrode is maintained. 
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List of symbols to figure 1; 

A reactor wall (pyrex glass) diameter: 120 rom/height: 200 rom 

B gasket rings (teflon) 

C flanges 
o st.uds 

E stuf.f.ing bo}( 

F turbine $ti~rer blades Rushton type (4) 

G baffles 

H heating wire (thermocoac type 1 NCI 5) 

J opening for oxygen analyser sensing device 
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¢i!lp111.air 

react.or 

at~r;r;$. motor 

gas buffer 

sensing device to measure the oxygen concentration in 
the liquid phase. 

oxygen supply bUrett$ 

water supply buffer 

glucose solution 

potassi~ hydroxide solut.ion 

l$vel indicating device 

KOH bUrette 

gas circulation pump 

powering relais 

multi channel reoord$r 10 rnV 

automatically pH controllSr with manual temperature 
control MTC 

temperature controller 

thermostat.e to store pH electrode when not in uae 

polarographic oxygen analyser 
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the alkalimetal ion erro~ is negligible by usin~ ROB as the 

neutralising agent (5). 

~ the diffusion potential error is not important because the 

viscosity of a 0,1 molair glucose solution only diffe~$ a 

little of that of wate~ (6). 

Before and after each experiment the electrode was standard

ised at wor~ing temperature with a NaOH/H3F04 buffer solution. 

2.3.3 The total alkali consumption (TAC) can be followed 

as a funct~on of time by recording the level of the 

ROB supply buret on a mV recorder. 

The level is fOllowed by an electric sensing device th~t 

moves down as soon as the contaot with the liquid surface is 

broken. The downward movement is mechan~cally coupled with a 

variable resistance, from which an increasing mV Signal is 

obtained by means ot a constant current. 

2.3.4 The total system pressure is controlled on 1 atm. by 

means of a contact manometer.~he partial oxygen pres

sure is fi~ed by an initial addition of a known amount of ni-

trogen. 

In order to minimise the effect of pos$~ble accumulation of 

inert gases due to irnpur~ties in the o~ygen, a gas buffer is 

~ncluded in the gas circuit. 

2.3.5 The oxygen concentration ~n the liqu~d phase is de-

term~ned by a Beckman Laboratory O~ygen Analyser mo

del 777, radi~lly mounted in the 91ass cylinder at the height 

ot the stirrer blades. Much care ha5 to be ta~en to real~5e a 

sufficient high velocity ot pure liqUid along the polarogra

phic sensing device (50 - 100 cm/sec). At a 5ti~~ing speed 

above 1000 rpm the measured value of the oxygen ooncentration 

becomes independent of the oxygen gas hold up in the liqUid 

phase. 

2.3.6 The total oxygen oonsumption (Toe) is determined as a 

function of time by means of a gas bu~et system from 

which the liquid level is recorded as described above. 
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Both TAC and Toe are calculated as mola~ quantiti~s r~lative 

to th~ initial concentration of the heXOse. 

TAC alkali uptake in mmol x 2 
starting quantity of hexose in mmol 

Toe oxygen uptak~ in romel 
starting quantity of hexose in mmol 

2.4 OXYGEN MASS TRANSF~R 

The oxygen mass transfe~ through the interfac~ between the 

gaseous phase and the aqueous solution can be represented by: 

oxygen consumption rate 

overall mass tran$f~r coefficient 

interfacial area 

oXygen conCentration in the liqUid bulk 

saturated Oxygen concentration in the 

liquid bulk (27) 

mmol/sec 

cm/$~G 

=2 

mmol/cm3 

During our experiments RO could be calculated from the tOtal 

oxygen consumption (TOC: 2.3.6) ; [01) could be measured 

directly (2.3.5) ; [O~) could be determined before and at the 

end of a reaction. 

By plotting RO against ([Oil-fOl)) for an experiment with an 

extremely high RO we obtained a straight line, of which the 

slope ~epresented a value of 300 - 500 cm3/sec for f.a at a 

standardised stirrer speed of 2000 rpm. A more accurate de-

is not of interest, because the value of te~ination of k.a 

300 - 500 cm3/$e~ is so muoh highe~ than the actual oxygen 

consumption rate (expressed in cm3/sec), that du~ing our nor

mal expe~irnents [°11 almost was equal to [O~l. ~he oxidatten 

~eaction always took place in the bulk of the liquid phase. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

A qualitat~ve analysis of the va~ious components which occur 

in the ~eaction mixture is requi~ed to study the react~on me

chanisro. 

A kinetic investigation is only practicable when the mOlair 

concent~at~ons of the hexoses, some important intermediate 

structures and the acidic reaction products can be determined 

quantitatively. 

A schematical survey of the expected p~oducts is given in ta

ble 3. 

table 3 Expected p~oducts. 

monosaccharides oxidation products 

non-catalytic catalytic 

hexoses -polyhydroxy monocarbonic 

acids with a number of C 

atoms varying from 2 to 5. 

-formic acid 

-carbon dioxide 

-saccharides acids 

polyhydroxy 

monocarbonic 

acids with 6 C 

atoms. 

The samples are available as an aqueOus alkaline solution 

with a products normality of 0.05 to 0,2 N. 

3,2 THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY (TLC) 

In the first instance it was tried to develop an analytical 

method based on TLC. Thin layer chromatography (and paper 

chromatography) on hexoses is already comprehensively studied. 
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A small number of autho~s describe the separation of hexoses 

and their acidic oxidation products. (7, 8, 9). The acids can 

be eluated as: 

- the free acids, obtained by cation exchanging or the addi

tion of hydrochloric acid. This is complicated by a partial 

lactonisation which causes an inoreasing number of spots. 

The degree of laotonisation depends on the iOn exchanger 

used or on the amount of hydrochloric acid. Mo~eOve~ the 

equilibrium between the aoid and the one or more lactones 

depends on the aCidity of the elution liquid and may shift 

during the elution process. 

- the potassium salts which are produoed during the reaction. 

The potassium atom causes an increasing polarity of the 

carboxyl group. This favours tailing effects. (10, 11, 12). 

- the phenylhyd~a~ones. The conVersiOn to these compounds is 

rarely quantitative (13). 

Based on the above oOnsiderations an alkaline elution-liquid 

is developed: mobile phase water 80 mI. 

n-butanol 160 ml. 

stationary phase methyl ethyl ketone 115 ml. 

concentrated ammonia 40 mI. 

This system came up to expectations for the separation of 

glucose and potassium-qluconate but £o~ the great number of 

p~oducts of the non-catalytic homogeneous degradation the se

paration capacity was lnsuff~c~ently. 

The variation ~n the results of some quantitat~~e experiments 

was too large to be of any use. 

3.3 GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY (GLC)* 

• This chapter has been pUblished more extensively in 

the Journal of Chromatography (14). 

A qualitative and quantitative analysls of the unconverted 

he~oses and the acidie reaction products has been developea, 

based on silylation. 
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Sample preparation: 

We investigat8d various ways to convert the aqueous reaotion 

samples into samples that were suitable fOr glc analys~s, It 

was found that a s~lylester bounding is less stable than a 

silylethe!' one. So it was useful. to convert the potassiwn 

salt9 of the polyhydroxy-monocarbonic acids into the lactones 

of th8 free acids. This can be done most efficiently by ad

ding hydrochloric acid to the reaction sample. The SUbsequent 

concentration of the acidic sOlution must take place at a low 

temperature and must be stopped at a solid/wate!'ratio of a

bout (nearly dry). Evaporation of all the water makes it 

very difficult to dissolve the products subsequently in the 

solvents used. For quantitative silylation it is required 

that the reactants are dissolved. The silylation was oarried 

out with TRISIL-coneentrate (Pierce Chemical Company, cat.no. 

490,057); a mixture of tr~methylchlorosilane (TMS-Cl) and 

hcxamethyldisilazane (HMDS) in a volwne ratio of 1 : Z. 

The standa!'d procedure of the s~ple preparation, adopted as 

a result of our stUdy is as follows: 

Weigh in a vial with a capillary neck apprOXimately 100 

mg of the aqueous sample (containing 4 mg of oarbohydra

tes and their reaction products). Add 0.1 ml of a 6 N 

hydrochloric acid solution. 

Leave the vi~l for one hour at ~oom temperatu~e and cool 

in ice to a temperature of 0 °C; then conneot the vial 

to a vacuum pump. 

Keep the vial in the air at room temperature during the 

e,vaporation till nearly dry. DiS$ol'lre the residue in 

about 0.3 ml of pyridine or DMSO. Add a known quantity 

of an internal standard and then about ~SO ~l TRISIL 

concentrate. Seal the vial. 

If the residue was solved in pyridine, ~hake this solu

tion during 10 minutes and then store it during 12 hours 

at room temperature. If DM50 wae used, shake this solu

tion Vigorously during 12 hours at room temperature. 

Analyse on a gaschromatograph. 
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Philips (pye) tt~e PV 4000 

1 mV W & W type 401 

hydrogen flame ionisation detector *) 

5ilicagel dried a~gOn (20 ml/min.) 

oOiled stainless steel 1/9" AISA 321 

(a) 1t by weight of GESE 52 (Hewlett

Packard) on Chromosorb G aw - dmos. 

(acid washed and t~eated with dime

thylchlorosilane) 60 - 80 mesh. 

Length: 3.7 mete •. 

(b) PO 17 (OV 17) A column material of 

pierce c;:h$l'tIioOll. Company-. The statio-

nary phase is a 50~ substituted me-

thyl silicone. SUppo;ct , Chromo sorb 

W(HP} 80 - 100 mesh. 

L$ngth: 2.0 meter. 

(c) 3% by weight of polyphenylether- 5 -

ring (Hewlett Packard) on Chromosorb 

G aw-dmcs 60 - 80 mesh. 

Length: 4.5 meter. 

0,2 to 1.0 ul direotly on the stationary 

plw.s$, 

*) The FID is constructed as a vertical flame, centrally 

mounted in an open cylindrical electrode, 50 a reduction 

of the sensitivity of the FID due to a deposit of sili

oondioxide on the eleotrodes was negligible. 

Qualitative analysiS 

Figure 3 illustrates the product distribution of the non ca

talytic oxidation of glucose. 

Tabl$ 4 lists the r$lOltive nett retention times based on a

glucose of a numb$. of compounds. 
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C " 
- glycoliC ",c1d 2.1 2 .9 7.4 

C 3 - ',llycer-Ol 5.5 5.4 9.1 

glyc~roli" i:scid 7. ~ ~ .9 16 

tartron1c:r acid 9.6 15 

l&ct,lc ac1a <.0 2.6 5.6 

C 4 - threonic acid 21 ~6 JU 
7 crythron1~ acid 20 21 27 

threc)tl.ol~~ton<21 10 21 S6 

erythronolactone 1) 27 74 

10 tartaric:: acid L+ 32 10 5~ 

c 5 - 11 .!'ar3.bon1c:: ac::J.d 61 59 55 

11 xy .tQnJ.~ ac:: 1.:1 56 52 .6 
13 ..),.'(a/').lnol~cton-e ,0 47 97 ,. 

X'ylonol~ctonEi Ja 60 126 

15 arabinose 1a 2B )5 

C 6 - 16 8orbltol 1H a~ ~9 

17 m.onnitol , ~O H 57 
19 gluconic:: acid 163 139 '00 
19 glut:'on.Qla~tonc 95 136 196 
,0 til gll.;cCO!;lC: 100 100 100 

21 e gluCr.)~t'!! 150 14~ 150 

22 68 62 55 

n ~ mannoSlC: 104 92 n 
<4 ~ot"IX»~$ gg B4 79 

:n fructo9-.:!i 7' ~O 163) ~4 {5') 

26 d!hydrOilyae-etone rj!m~.t 6~ •• SO 

21 n ..... undcc::ane: L 11 2 •• 3.2 7.3 ,. I1nt.'(~.CI~caf'-€'I C 13 ~. i 1.7 H 

H n"penta(l.act!.ne C 15 1S 19 42 

30 r'I"'hil!tpte.deCane C 17 37 4~ ~a 

11 n-octadecane r.::: 1 B 56 70 149 
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Discussion: 

The lactones mentioned are most probably the 1,4-laotones due 

tha p~et~eatment of tha sample with hydroohlo~ic acid (15). 

Several autho~s have tried to £in~ .elations between the ~e

tention time and the molecular struoture (16, 17, 18). All 

these ~ules are only applicable to isolated cases where nar

rowly related compounds are compared and are not based on a 

physical interpretation of experimental data. On the contrary, 

relations which are applicable to almost all members of homo

logue series of compounds can be obtained by plotting 109 tr 

on stationary phase X versus log tr on stationary phase Y. 

In figure 4 our data a~e rendered in this way. 

200 
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" 

to 

" 0'7 - 'HOC 

'0 so 100 

fiq\!re 4 the ~t'lh.t.l.Qn betwocJ";. ;L09 t..r or. p017 {17S0C) ;'In~ ;1.09 t~ on PPE

-5 ~1r\'9' (200°C) 
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Parallel levels can be distinguished fo~ poly-alcohols, poly

hydroxy-mQnocurbonic acids and fo~ the lactones. 

A polyhydroxy-dicarboni¢ acid, like tarta~ic acid, gives a 

c~ear difference again with the level of the polyhydro~y-mono 

carbonic acids. 

Especially in the lactones aeries a "fine structure" of the 

stereo-isomers attracts attention. ~his phenomenon is compa

rable with the "roofing tile" effect of sl<:el.o$!ton-isomers aa 

do$!$cribed by Walraven (19) f.o. a great number of petrochemi

.;:.;.1$. 

In this way it is pOSSible to identify a compound - the ori

gin of which is known - in type and structure by the determi

nation of the retention time5 on two standard stationary pha

ses on~y anc plotting the relative nett retention times in a 

standard graph. 

Quantitative analysis 

Only a small number of the compounds which are formed during 

the oxidation of hexosea in aqueous solution was available 

with satisfactory purity. This made it impossible to draw em

pirical standard curves for each of the components present. 

For this reason a quantitative apPhoach by means of calcula

ted molar reSponses was developed. 

With flame ionisation detectiQn the molar response can be cal

culated from the contribution oE each of the component groups 

within the molecule (20). AS the influence of tho$! silicon 

atom is unreported, we determined this influence by silyla

ting a number of standard compounds. As internal s'tandard we 

used normal alkaneQ, because their response is independent of 

the degree of silylation of the sample, nor is it influenced 

by decomposition of the silylated compounds during the ana

ly~is. 

The relative molar response (r.m.r.) is defined as: 

r.m.r. (X) 
(molar response of compound X) 

1/y (molar response of a normal alkane with 

y carbon atoms) 

. 100 
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The r.m.r. values on the PO 17 column wer@ constant and not 

affected by extern~l parameters. ~herefore this column was 

used for all the quantitative analysis. 

From the r.m.r. values of the standard compounds glycerol, 

mannitol, tartaric acid and pentane dial 1,5, the contribu

tion of the -CH20Si(CH3)3 group, the -CHOSi(CH3 )3 group and 

the -COOSi(CH3 )3 group could be calculated. These three un

knowns are mutually related by four independent equations, of 

whiCh the following solution was obtained by means of the 

method of the least squares. 

group 

- CH20Si(CH3 )3 

-CHOSi(CH3 )3 

-COOSi(CH 3 )3 

calculated units 

370 

355 
290 

According to Kaiser (21) the response of the group -CHO (alde

hyde) ~ 0, the group -CO (ketone) = 35 and an alcohol group 

combined with a carboxyl group by means of a laotone bridge = 

50. 

Table 5 lists the oalculated r.m.r. of the compounds which 

are studied in the qualitative part (table 4). 

Notes to table 5, (*) 

From oxalic acid no Signal oould be obtained. 

~he responses of tartronic acid and laotic acid a~e 

much lower than the calculated ones. We did not de

te~~ne which of the active hydrogen atoms was not 

replaced by a TMS-group. According to Henglein (22) 

this was most probably the acid function. 

The quantitative determinatiOn of fructose was suc

cessful when crystalline f~~ctose was solved in an

hydrous pyridine. The r.m.r. became too low after 

evaporation to nearly dry of an aqueo~~ ~olution, 

depending on the degree of evaporation. ~his is pro

bably caused by the formation of dianhydrides, pro-
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ou~ed by the ~ction of strong mineral acids on keto

ses (23). 

The numbers 1 - 11 - 16 - 18 - 19 - 20 - 21 - 22-23 

prove to be fully silylated, for their measured 

r.m.r. was almost equal to the calculated one. 

From two samples, one of which was not treated with 

any hydrochloric acid at all and the other with the 

reported quantity, we were able to measure the res

ponse ratiO between the acidic and the lactone struc

ture of the compounds 6/8 - 7/9 - 11/13 - 12/14 

and 18/19.These ratios agreed well with the calcula

ted ones. 

t.J.:blc: 5 c.:alcul,."ted relative ~J.(I,r rq::sopc;mSlc!J for a. number 

.0 r: compoundl:F. 

9 1y-col.t.c ~~;!'<'I 

glycl!!rol 

glyc.crolic .acid 

til.t"bro\,)1~ 09,.£}1(i 

5 lactic .:acid 

6 thrconic acid 

7 crytnronic acid 

thrconolaC'ton~ 

'9' c-rythronolactonl!!! 

10 t':!Il"taric acid 

11 I!Irabonic ar::::id 

12 l<ylon1C: ,,"c1d 

1, arab1nolactonc: 

14 Xy.l.ono).;:t.~ton~ 

15 1!I.r-.&.bil"lose 

16 .!lOrD! tol 

17 mannitol 

18 c;l11,1(;!on1c ac1d 

1 ~ gluGonolaCt.Ol':le 

~D-~1-22-2) (aldO!l:el3 ) 

24. ~Q~bQ~c 

25 f.rlj~tO.fl.6 

26 d1hydroxy al:ietof.l~ r."Urrll):(' 

27 to 31 n-.!!:lk.an~~ ..... i th y O{l.;(bOrl ,atom~ 

ox;;.lic aC'id 

(':alculata-(I r.m.r. 

~bO 

1095 

1015 

1370 

1370 

760 

760 

1290 

1725 

1725 

1130 

1130 

1435 

~16u 

2160 

2080 

1495 

1nQ 

1840 

1940 

1700 

100 
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Based on these r.m.r. values, the concentration of a compound 

i in the reaction sample can be calculatea from the obtained 

pee-I,: area on a chromatogram, 

[i] °i Wis 

°is Wrs 

List of symbols to 3.2 

til 
o 
w 

molar concentration 

peal<; area 

weight 

according 

(rmr) is 

(rmr)i 

r.mr ~elative molar response 

MW moleo~lar weight 

s9 sp@cific graVity 

",\l.b",cripts 

i compound i 

is internal standard 

~s reaction sample 

to: 

3,4 o ISPLACEMENT ELECTROpHORESrS (DE) 

(sg)rs 

(MW) is 

mmol/ml 
2 

em 

Illgr 

rogr/rnrnol 

mgr/ml 

Parallel to the aeveloprnent of the gas chromatographic method 

(3.2) we investigated a displac@ffient eleotrophoretic system, 

based on the recent work of Everaerts and Martin (24). 

This method is chiefly of impOrtance in the analysis of ionic 

compounds; the aqueous reaction-sample can be ~sed without 

any f~rther treatment. 

The apparat~5 consists basically of a long thin-walled capil

lary tUbe connected to an anode and cathode reserVOir (fig~re 

5) • 

Th@ tube is filled with a sol~tion of histidine.He1 and his

tidine, chosen because the chlOride ion is more mobile than 

any ion in the sample and the histidine.HCl I histidine has 

buffering capaCity. Eleotroendoslllotic flow i5 suppressed by 
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ino~e~sing the viscosity of the solution by means of the ad

dition of some suitable long-ohain polymer like hydroxy-ethyl 

cellulose. 

I--_____ ::;l"=n=tt~_; _1_o_o_o _~_, ____ ._ .. 

f 19ure 5 

(+) 

Pt anode 

The aqueous sample is introduoed into the end of the capil

lary tube by means of a 4-way valve. 

With an eleotrio potential gradient applied to the tube, the 

ions of the acids to be separated move towards the anode. The 

more mobile ones move faster, so the anions are arranged in 

order of mobility. The di~placing anion from the cathode ~e

servoir 010ses the train. A sharp boundary is fo~ed between 

every succeeding pair of anions. 

The cross-section of the tube is constant, the current is 

kept at a constant value and the initial tube filling is uni

form. 

The scope of this analytical method can be understood by the 

following simplified theoretical cOnsiderations. An extensive 

discussion is given by Everaerts (25). 

A list of symbols is given on page 33. 
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(1 ) 

state is reached ~hen all the components of the 

been assorted into successive 2ones. A gap be-

tween two zones is impossible. 50 the speed of all zones is 

the same and equal to the speed of the whole train. 

(2) 

From equation (1) and (2) follows: 

(3) 

The zone speed is realised by an electric potential gradient 

over each ZOne, which is inversely proportional to the mo

bility of the zone. 

(4) 

The actual mObility of a given compound is determined by the 

interaction between this compound and all other material in 

the tube, and depends on a number of material properties like 

polarity, molecular dimensions, degree of ionisation, etc, 

Each zone has a characteristic temperature Ti' which depends 

on the generated heat in that zone according tQ: 

I ~ (5) 

So the passage of an interface between two zones can be de

tected by measuring the temperature as a functiOn of time at 

a fixed point on the outer wall of the tube, 

The height of a step in this integral temperature-time curve 

characterises the ion species. 

The molar concentration of a compound i of the sample can be 

oalculated by comparing the related ZOne length with the zone 

length of an internal s~andard, for whioh we used the sul

phate ion. 
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Because 

it follows from ~quation (3) that 

kz: 
Li,O'qi 

In thQ same way we obtain 

E'urthermore 

Vis' r is] 

(6) 

(7) 

(B) 

(9) 

The compounds to be analysed are ~onocarbonic acids (RCDO), 

and with the sulphate iOn so: as an internal standard, the 

ratio qis/qi = 2. 

From (7), (a) and (9) it follows that 

[i) 
:2 L;i. Vis.[is] 

Lis,Vrs 
(10) 

The length of a ~One can be most accurately d~tQrmined by 

p~otting th~ temperature difference bQtween two close~y adja

cent fiXed thermocouples as a function of time (differential 

curve). 

In varying thQ concentz:ations of the compounds in the sample 

from 0,05 to 0.2 N we found a z:elative inaccuracy of 10 - 20% 

in Ti and a non-linear relation between Li and Mi' 

The variatiOn in 'l'i' 

to the equations (4) 

which depends on the mobility acco~ding 

and (5) can be explained by the fact 

that ~ i is not only a prope);"ty of the compound i, but also dQ

PQnds on the behaViour of the whole system. 
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~he non-linearity between Li anQ Mi is due to the omission in 

equat~on (1) of that part of the eleotr~o current r that is 

not carried by the co~ponents of the sample. This pa~t also 

depends on the properties of the system and is strongly af

feeted by p~ changes in the tube. 

In our analysis, the quantity of Vs and the ratio Vs/Vsa was 

ohosen so that an appro~imately constant sample composition 

was put ~nto the capillary, in order to realise the most con

stant system properties. 

A typical electropnerogram is given in figure 6. 
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table 6 : Experimental conditions for the DE method. 

tube filled with 

anode filled with 

kathode filled with 

~ % by weight hydroxyethylcellulos8 

,in water 

0.01 molar histidine 

0.01 molar histidine.Hel 

2 % by weight hydroxyethylcellulose 

in water 

0.03 molar histidine 

0.01 molar histidine.Hel 

2 % by weight hydroxyethylcellulose 

in water 

0.015 molar gluconic acid (displa

cer) 

volume V + V 0.02 ml s sa 
electrophoresis sample 

concentration about 0.02 N (total acid) 

current 100 A 

voltage maximum 10 kV 

duration of analysis 1.5 hour 

Under these circumstances the relative quantitative accuracy 

was more than 90 %. 

Table 7 lists the relative temperature differences ~Tr.0fsome 

compounds. 

(T,i - 'l'el) 
(Td - Tn) 

table 7 Relative temperature differences for a number of 

compounds. 

compound (ionic form) f.lT r 
number 

chlodde 0 

SUlphate 6 2 

oxalic acid 11 3 

formic acid 21 4 

glycolic acid 47 5 
acetic acid 4!l 6 

lactic acid 50 7 

glycerolic acid 63 8 

erythronic acid 78 (+ isomeric C4 acids) 9 

arabonic acid 91 (+ isomeric C5 acids) 10 

gluconic acid 100 (d isplaccr) 11 
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List of s~ols to 3.3 

C molar concentration in the 

[iJ molar concentration in Vrs 
[is] molar oonoentration in Vis 
q ion charge 

v linear velocity .in the tube 
1,\ mobility 
H generated heat 

I electric current 

L length of a zone 

M molar quantity 

0 cross-section of the tube 

l? electric potential 

T temperat1,\re 

V volume 

subSCriptions 

i compound i 

t train of zones 

tube 

mmol/em3 

mrnol/cm3 

coulOlT1b/mrnol 

em/sec 

em2/volt.sec 

watt/em 

ampere 

em 
rnrnol 
cm2 

volt 

°c 
em3 

is internal standard (sulphat$ ion) 

r$ 

d 

3.5 

0,6 

0.5 

0,' 

0.3 

0.2 

0., 

reaction sample 

displacer (gluconio aoid) 

COMpARISON BETWEEN GASCHROMATOGRAPHIC AND ELECTRO-

PHORETIC DA'l'A 

(1) DE 

0, , 0.2 

Q ~rtd)ok'\l~ 8:!:!id 

X t:!irythronic l;lt;~;I," 

D glyo;~X";ln.1c aoid 

V :r1yOOlit .aoid 

(;) GLC 

O. J 0.1 o.~ 

Ugure 7 

~Q1l1.0ar180n of on.olytJ.cal rG;~ult8 r 

obt.ain~~ hy the 9a~~hrOM.Q,t0'9rl!!l.phi<;;; 

anCl. th~ ~1~GtrophQret1c method. 
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Figure 7 ill~strates a comparison between ga$chromatogra~hic 

and electrophoretic analytical results from an experiment on 

the non-catalytic oxidation of glucose. 

The agreement between the two methods appears to be very good. 

3.6 TITRIMETRY 

The carbon dioxide formed was eluated with nitrogen from an 

acidified reaction~5ample absorbed in a standard 50l~tion of 

potassium hydroxide and determined by titration with hydro

chloric acid. 

'l'he concentJ::ation of peroxide" W;3.S determined by iodometry 

(2~), The reaction-sample was mixed with an oxygen-free cool

ed solution of potassium iodide and ,,~lphuric acid. 

3.7 COLORIMETRY 

At low oxygen concentrations in the liq~id phase, some brown

ing reaction occured. This phenomenon was followed qualitati

vely by means of a continuous-flow colorimeter (AutoAnalyser) 

at wavelengths of 440, 480, 505, and 570 nm. 

3.8 MASS BALANCES 

In order to check o~r whole analytical system we calculated a 

carbon mas" balance at the end of a reaction. Mor.eover, we 

compared the values of the total acid production, as measured 

by titration (~AC), and the total oxygen cons~ption (TOe) 

with those derived from the analytical data. 
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tab~e 8 The carbon-, the oxygen~, and the total acid ba

lance from a given experiment. 

experimental conditions: 

[Gal [0 11 [Olll T 

mmol/l l'!Il\\ol/l mmQl/l °e 

215 o.as 26 SO 

analytieal results: 

e¢l'tlJ;lounQ ,i [,i]l[Gol related number of: 
oar bon atoms oxygen atoms 

carbonic acid C 0,23 11 34 

fO:rnlic acid Fa 0.70 70 140 

glyeolic acid Go 0.44 aa 132 

9lycero~ic acid Gy 0.24 72 96 

e:t"yth:t"onic acid Er O.2:i 88 110 

arabonic acid Ar 0,53 265 318 

total (+) acid 2.36 594 a30 
number of ear bon 

atoms related to [Gol 600 

number o£ oxygen 

atoms related to [Gal 600 

'rAe 2.30 832 

TOC (.100) 232 

Conclusions: 

The numbers of the carbon atoms balance. 60th TAC a~Q Toe 
agree with the analytieal results, It oan be concluded that 

our analytical system was sufficiently accurate for a kinetic 

interpretation of the obtained data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE NON-CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF GLUCOSE AND FRUCTOSE WITH 

OXYGEN IN AQUEOUS ALKALINE SOLUTIONS 

4.1 LITERA~UnE SURV~Y 

From the lite~$ture it appea~$ that a number of types of re~ 

actions may occur within ou~ experimental conditions. 

4,1.1 ACIDIC DISSOCIATION 

A he~0ge dissolved in water behaves as a weak acid owing to 

the dissociation of the hydroxyl group on the ~ position with 

~Ega~d to the aldehyde group (28). 

(pK at 25 °c for glucose'" 12.51; for ;E~uctose;;; 12.27) (29) 

At high hydroxyl ion concentration protons from other hydro

xyl. groups of the sugar rnolec1,lle can also be dissoci<l.ted (30), 

'i'he transformations of hexose« due to an alkali tJ;eatment 

have been spectrophotomet~ically investigated by Petnely (31) 

and Laurent (32). According to petnely, gl1,loose itself has 

no adsorption maximum within the spectralband of 200 to 400 

mw), After adding alkali a maximum at 278 mll appears very rap

idly, which shifts as a function of time to 312 m~. ~hese 

spectra are related to the following structures: 

G~traignt chain 

(aldehydo struct1,lra) 
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4.1.2 RING OPENING 

The ratio of $t~aight chains to ring st~uct~~es for a number 

of aldoses has been meas~~ed by Cantor and Peniston (33) by 

means of a polarometric method on a droppin~ mercury electro

de. Th~$ .atio depends on the hydroxyl ion concentration, the 

temperature, and the type of hexose. 

In qualitative $t~die$ on the behaviou~ of hexoses in soluti

ons most authors 00 not pay at·tention to the question whether 

the de-p.otonisation or the ~ing opening takes ~lace fi~st. 

In general, fructose is more reactive than glucose. This may 

be explained by the differenoe in stability of thei. .ing 

structure, which stability is g.eater for glucose (34). 

From 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 we conclude that if hexoses are solved 

in an aqueous alkaline solution a rapid de-protonisation is 

followed by a relatively slow ring opening rea¢t~on. 

rapid slow 

G cyclio G- straight chain 

4.1. :3 HEXOSE INTERCONVERSrON 

In the straight chain st.ucture the Lobry de Br1,lyn / Albe.da 

van Ekenstein transformat~on will occur, whioh can be illUS

trated by means of the various boundary structures of the 1,2 

enolate ion (35). 
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The reaction rate of these interconversions inCreases with 

increasing hydroxyl ion concentration. At pH 7 and 2S °c equi

librium is reached after about one year (36) showing the fol

lowing composition: 

glucose 63.4 % : fructose 30.9 % : mannose 2,4 % : acids 3.3 % 

At higher pli values the quantitative analysis of. the equili

brium composition is complicated by the increasing quantity 

of acidic products formed. Starting from 1 molar hexose and 

0.035 molar NaOH, fructo$e rapidly forms gluoose, and glucose 

forms fructose relatively $lowly. In both case5 mannose arises 

only in small quantitie~. Mannose is very slowly converted 

into glucose and fructose (37, 38). 

4.1. 4 DOUBLE BOND SHIFT 

The double bond ot the 1,2 enolate ion can shift by proton 

m~gration through the whole carbon chain. By means of this 

mechanism all hexoses, aldoses, as well as ketoses, can form 

(39, 40, 41), 
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4.1. S SpLITTING AND RECOMBINATION 

Accord~ng to SChmidt (42) the carbon ch~in of an enolate ion 

can be $pl~t in the e place with regard to the ~ouble bOnd. 

So the 1,2 enolate ion gives ~ise to two trioSBS, both glyce

r~l~ehyde. In the same way a numbe~ of other aldoscs arise 

from the shifted enolate ions (4.1.4) like e.g. formaldehyde, 

glycolaldehyde, glyceraldehyde, erythrose, ~n~ arabinose with 

1,2,3, 4, ~nd 5 carbon atoms per molecule reSpectively.(In 

principle there also exists the possibility of recombination 

of the cnolate ions, but this will be neglected, because we 

could never detect any compoun<:l. with more than 6 carbon atoms.) 

4.1 .6 FORMATION OF PEROXIDES 

Several authors have reporte<:l. a great number of acidic pro

ducts which are formed during the reaction of monosaccharides 

with oxygen in aqueous alkaline solutions (43, 44,45,46, 47, 

48). The most important acids are listed in table 8 (3.8). AS 

far back as 1S93 Nef (49) suggested a peroxide mechanism to 

explain this phenomenon and the role of the dissolved oxygen. 

Starting from the enolate ion structure, this generally ac~ 

cepted mechanism can be presented as follows. 

f1 f1 f1 f1 
C;;;O C-O O-C-O O-C-O~ 

r "H -r '" i I ~) ~II )H -- 11 + °2-- / 
-C-o/ " C .. O O-C-o~ O-c-o 

12 1 I I 
R2 R2 R2 

l'he broad range of reported acids can be eXJ;>lained with the 

aid of double hon<:l. shift (4.1.4), splitting of the enolate 

iOn (4.1.5), peroxide fo~~ation, and splitting of the perox

ide, The nature of the alkali metal ion in the alkaline solu

tion seems to have some influence on the product distribution. 

Espeoially the reported aifference between Ca(OH)2 and NaOH 

or KOH i$ remarkable (50). 
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4.1.7 ~OLYMERISATION AND CONDENSATION (BROWNING REACTION) 

(51) 

At low concentrat~ons of dissolved oxygen and at elevated 

temperatures (~ 40 °C) brown-coloured products can be fQ~med 

from mOnosaccharides in alkal~ne solutions (52). This ~s im-

puted to the format~on Of polymer st~uctures by repeated 

aldol condensation. A great number of straight and branched 

cha~ns can form, because all the carbon atoms of the sugar 

molecule ma~ serve as a centre of polymerisation ow~ng to 

their attached hydroxyl groups. Lange (53) suggested the fol

lowing st~ucture: 

so on 

The browning of the solution depends on the concentration of 

the conjugated double bonds. According to Breen (54) an in~ 

ternal dehydratation within the he~ose molecule leads to com

pounds with the following structure: 

O~ r--0~ 
~ - C = CH - CH = C - CHiOH 

H 

4.1. 8 HYDROXYL MIGRATION 

In a strongly alkaline solution (> 1 N) wh~ch is completely 

free of oxygen, a number of non-oxidatively formed acids can 

form (52, 54). In the present thesis we will use the name 

saccharinic acids for this ~lass of hexose iaomers.MontgQmery 

(55) proposed the mechanism shown below, which is supported by 

Isbell (56). 

H-C"O H-C"O n-?",o rOOH 
- I .)H I ~=O C- -OH C-OH +H 2O 

HCOH 
I II I tH H-C-Oli .. He --- yH2 ~ 
k I I 2 

R R R 
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From the scheme the formation of lactic acid (RmH) and meta

sacchar inic ac,id (R=- (CHOR) 2CH20H) from glucose and fructose 

c~n be explained. In a recent study Ishu2u (57) ~nalysed the 

product distribution after a 9 hour treatment of D-fructose 

at 100 °c in ~ a N NaOH solution under nitrogen. 

C
6 

meta: CoS iso : Cs : C
4 

saccharin,ic acid;;; '78 : S; 7 , 10. 

'rne mechanism of the formation of iso-saccharinic ~oid by means 

of the m~gration of a CH3 group is a subject of discussion ~n 

the literature (58). 

4.1 .9 STAB1LI'J;'Y OF THE ACIDIC COMPOUNDS 

Most authors point out great stability of the formed acids. 

HOWeVer, c~rbon dioxide Can form from polyhydroxy-monocarbon

io acids by means of the Ruff degr~dation (61). 

4 • 1 • 1 0 SUMMARy 

COOH 
I C"O _ CO

2 
+ 

I 
R 

H-y"O 
R 

The number of reactions mentioned above (4.1.1 - 4.1.9) is 

sChem~tically summarised in figure 8. 

MOt.lO~ACC::HARIDE:; 

1 
figure ~ 

a schemat.ic-al !;I,lrvey or ene d~p[)rtm~nt of 

monoB&.C~har id~!; in yqu-EJoua .alk.aline solutiQn.!;: 
acidiC! di ~oc::!i.;:ation (the reaction!:: qivC'::n by the dot 'tea IH'J.e-~ &.%"~ 

I less iMportant unQ.~r o~r experimental eondi-
tion.::s) 

r lng 0jen1.n
g 

doubl~ bo~~;E I~lttlng 
'hiftV/t\~ 

/" °2 \ 
//" I \ 

PO);'~RS PEROXIDES \ 

I ~ \\ I 02 
I 

flClD5 ACIDS ISOMERIC 

lICIDS 
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4.2 PROCESS PARAMETERS 

We studied the following process parameters. 

pa~ameter symbol dimension range 

he~ose : glucose or fructose G or F 

hexose starting conCentration fGol (Fo] romol/l 0 - 500 

hydroxyl ion concentration [OHI mmol/l 10 - 50 

oxygen concent~ation in the 
(°11 rnIDOl/l 0 - 1 liquid 

temperature T °c 40 ~ 70 

TO study the influenCe of the inter-conversion between gluco

se and fructose on the overall kinet~cs of the oxidation re

action, both hexoscs were investigated. The starting concen

tration (Gol or [Fol waS limited by the maximum attainable 

oxygen ma5S transfer RO from the gaseous to the liqUid phase. 

Ro is reLated to the difference between the real oxygen con

centratjon [all and the saturation cOncentration [O~J. (see 

2.4). In general, unless otherwise mentioned, we used pure 

oxygen as the oxidant, and [OlJ was always kept above 90 % of 
sl ~ [5 ~ [01 . So (all = 011 constant during the reaction. 

The temperature and pH ranges are limited on the one hand by 

the very low reaction rates beneath T = 40°C and/or [OH1=10, 

on the other hand by the m~~imum allowable ~ate of oxygen up

take (see above) and by the decreasing importance of the o~i

dation reaction owing to polymerisation (4.1.7) and hydroxyl 

migration (4.1.9). 

4.3 EXPERIMeNTS: RESULTS AND QUALI~ATIVE CONCLUSlONS. 

In this ~hapter a number of experLffients is described. from 

which the influence of the process parameters on the qualita

tive behaviour of the oxidation reaction could be detehmined. 

A list of symbols is given on page 
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4.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Afte~ filling the reactor with 600 rnl of distilled water the 

gas circulation pump was s~arted and the air wa5 removed by 

oxygen (or by the desired mixture of oxygen and nitrogen) • 

The reac~or was heated to the desired reaction temperature 

and a calculated quantity of alkali was added by means of a 

micro burette in order to attain the desired hydroxyl ion 

concentration. The pH electrode was checked. The reaction was 

started by adding a heated solution of the desired quantity 

of hexose in 100 ml distilled water. 

Periodically 

of the reactor. 

ml samples were taken from the bottom outlet 

4.3.2 THE EFFECT OF THE TYPE OF HEXOSE 

The comparison between glucose and fructose will be presented 

graphically as a typical example of the experimental data ob

tainable from a given experiment and of their fUnction of the 

reactiOn time. (figure 9, 10, 11). Table 9a lists the expe

rimental conditions. 

table 9a' The effect of the type of hexose, experimental Con
ditions 

experimental conditions; 

code 

A 

B 

50 

50 

[OR] 

mmol/l 

26 

26 

romol/l 

0.85 

0.85 

romol/l 

215 

215 
G 

F 

TO ~iscuss our results we found it useful to define the fol

lowing characteristic quantities. 



(a) ~'l'AC 

(b) ( dTAC) 
dt m 

(e) (dTOC) 
dt m 

(d) TAC c 

(e) TOC e 
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the quantity of KOH which had to b~ ~dded to 

t~e reactor jU5t after the addition of hexose 

in order to reset the hydroxyl. ion concentra

tion on the origin~l. value. 

the maximum r~t~ of the total acid production. 

(dimension 1/hour) 

the m~ximum rate of the total oxygen consump

tion. (id.) 

the total ~cid production at the end of the 

reaction (H)=O. 

the total oxygen consumption at the end of the 

reaction. 

the maximum fructose or glucose con-

centration. 

The numerical values of these units and the prOduct distribu

tion at the end of the react~on from the experiments A and B 

are given in tabl.e 9b. 

table 9b 

code ilTAC (dTAC) 
dt m 

(dTO~) 
dt m 

TA.Ce TOCe (F)m (Gl m 

A 0.32 0.29 0.38 2.22 2.32 0.14 

13 0.44 1.20 Z.10 2.32 2.48 0.23 

product distribution at the end of the react~on 

(Cl., (FO) e (Gale (GY)e (ErJ e (Arl e 
(Rl e 

A 0.23 0.70 0.44 0.24 o.n 0.53 

B 0.22 0.72 0.46 0.24 0.26 0.50 

Conclusions ; 

A remarkabl~ difference between glucose and fructose is the 

shape of the TOe and TAC curv~s and the higher reaction velo

city in the c~se of fructose. The product distribution is 

~pproximately independent of th~ choice between glucose ~nd 

fructose as starting roaterial. 

From figure 11 it oan be seen that the produot distribution 

is const~nt during the r@action. 



I •• 

1.' 

the oxidation ot .glUCO$('J 

,.,-.-----~- ._-----------, 

,." 

. " 
the rcl.;llHve product COI"lCt!ntL~t1on .a~ ."1 fl.'lnct1on 
of time fOr ~xpC:l",1..m4r1t A . 
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4.3.3 THE EFFECT OF TilE HEXOSE STARTING CONCENTRA'1' ION 

t .. ble 10 the effect of the he:l<ose sta];ting concentration 

aode T (OB] [all [Hol H 

c 60 36 0.7 215 G 

D 60 36 0.7 70 G 
II 60 38 0.6 215 F 

F 60 36 0.7 70 F 

result" 

code ~TAC (dTAC TAC TOCe (F)m (Gl m dt m e 

C 0.35 1 .58 2.10 2.50 2.50 0.27 

D 0.35 1. S8 2.10 2.50 2.50 0.27 

E 0.43 4.80 5.70 2.63 2.50 0.29 

F 0.43 4.10 5.40 2.57 2.55 0.27 

product distribution at the end of th.e reaction 

code (C) e (Fo) e (Go)e (Gy) e (Er)e (Ar)e (R)e 

C 0.1 S 0.73 0.54 0.30 0.25 0.48 

D O.1B 0.73 0.54 0.30 0.25 0.48 

E 0.25 0.73 0.57 0.30 0.23 0.43 

F 0.25 0.73 0.57 0.30 0.23 0.43 

CorLClusions 

The hexose starting concent~ation does not have an effect on 

the rel;;ttive reaction velocity nor on the product distribu-

tion .. 
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4.3.4 THE EFFECT OF THE HYDROXYL ION CONCENTRATION 

table 11 : thE! E!ffect of the hyd~oxyl ion concentration 

experilnental oonditions: 

code T [OH] [°1 1 [Eol Iio 

G 60 36 0.7 215 G 

H 60 11 0.7 215 G 

K 60 38 0.7 215 P 

L 60 11 0.6 215 F 

M 60 700 0.6 215 G 

rE!ilultil 

code llTAC 'rACe TOC", (F)m (G)m 

G 0.35 1.58 2.10 2.50 2.50 0.27 

H 0.14 0.70 0.84 2.52 2.52 0.31 
K 0.43 4.80 5.70 2.63 2.50 0.29 

L 0.18 1.10 1.60 2.70 2.70 0.27 

M 0.95 12.0 2.63 0.10 

product distribution at the end of the ;r:",aotion 

oo(1e (C)e eli'O)e (Go)e (GY)e (Er)@ (Arl e (Me 

G 0.18 0.73 0.54 0.30 0.25 0.49 

H 21 65 61 33 25 39 

K 25 73 57 30 23 43 

L 28 66 56 35 25 35 0.06 

M 23 81 48 19 14 54 06 

COnclusions 

The effect of the hydroxyl ion concentration is the same for 

G and F. At higher values of [OH]. thE! ~eaction rate and ~TAC 

increaSE!. The product distribution moves in favou~ of a~abo

nic acid and formic acid. 
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4.3.5 THE EFFECT OF THE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN TliE 

LIQUID PHASE 

table 12 : the effect of the oxygen concentration in the li-

qUid phase 

experj,mental conditions: 

code T [OHj [°1 1 IHol Ho 

N 60 28 0.7 215 G 

0 60 27 0.34 215 G 

P 60 28 0.1 215 G 

Q 50 30 0.85 215 F 

R 50 31 0.2 215 F 

results 

code IIThC (dTAC) (dTOC) 'rACe TOe (F)rn (G)rn dt m dt m e 

N 0.;;10 1 .28 1.7B 2.50 2.52 0.26 

0 0.29 0.65 0.85 0.25 

I? 0.30 0.3S 0.58 0.28 

Q 0.44 1.20 2.10 2.32 2.48 0.23 

R 0.45 0.28 0.36 2.67 2.52 0.28 

pt'Oduct distribution at the end of the x-eaction 

code (C)e (FO)e (Gale (Gy) e (Erl e (Arl e (R)e 

N 0.1 B 0.73 0.54 0.30 0.25 0.48 

0 30 Hi 66 32 24 32 6 

I? 38 68 73 34 23 23 10 

Q 22 72 46 24 25 50 

R 40 74 55 43 23 23 11 

conclUSions : 

The effect of the oxygen concentration is the same for G and 

F. At lower values of [01]' the reaction rate decreases. 6TAC 

is not influenced. The produCt distribution moves to the de

tx-imental of arabonic acid and formic acid. The quantity of 

unidentified acids (Rl e incx-eases. 
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4.3.6 THE: EPPECT OF THE TEMPERATURE 

t.able 13 t.he effect of the temperature 

code T [OH] [°11 [Hol 

s 50 26 0.S5 215 

'l' 60 28 0.70 215 

U 50 30 0.85 215 

V 60 30 0.60 215 

results 

r:ode lITAC (dTAC) 
dt m 

(dTOC) 
dt III 

TACe TOC 
e 

S 0.32 0.28 0.38 2.30 2.32 

T 0.30 1.28 1.78 2.50 2.52 

U 0.44 1.20 2.10 2.32 2.4B 

V 0.41 3.86 4.58 2.50 2.60 

product distribution at the end of the reaction 

code 

S 

T 

U 

V 

0.23 

0.18 

0.22 

0.25 

Conclu"ions , 

(Po) e 

0.70 

0.73 

0.72 

0.73 

(GO)e 

0.44 

0.54 

0.46 

0.57 

0.:<:4 

0.30 

0.24 

0.30 

(Er)e 

0.22 

0.25 

0.26 

0.23 

(Flm 

0.14 

0.26 

(Ar)e 

0.53 

0.48 

0.50 

0.43 

H 

G 

G 

F 

Ii' 

(Gl
m 

0.23 

0.29 

The effect of the temperature is the same for G and F. At 

higher temperature the reaction velocity increases and lITAC 

decreases slightly. The product distribution moves in favour 

of glycolic acid and glycerinic acid. 
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4.4 AN INTEGRAL REACTION SCHEME 

Startin9 from the literatu~e survey (4.1) and the qualitative 

conclusion of our experiments, we composed an integ~al reac

tion Bcheme as pr@s@nted in £igu~e 12. In this scheme the 

following is neglecteQ. 

a. the formation of E64 from E63 and E65 f~orn E64 . As a mat

te~ of fact, there are many more enolate iOns than mentio

ned in the scheme. Owing to double hono migration (4.1.4) 

5 E6j , 4 E~j' 3 E~j and 1 E;j enolate ions can exist. By 

means of glc analysis, only relatively small quantities of 

ste~eo-isomers of erythronic acid and arabonic acid could 

be indicated. These ste~eoroeric acids -threonic acid and 

xylonic acid- can be fOrmeQ f~om the E64 and E65 ~ons 

respectively. If the distinction between stereo-isomers is 

neglected, the enolate ions of the model r@present all the 

E forms which can arise, because then E64 is equal to E62 
and E65 equal to E61 · 

h. the formation of any other hexose than 91ucose, fructose 

and mannose, as no other monosaccharides are found by glc 

analySiS. NO difference is made ~etween hexose anomers. 

c. the formation of carbon dioxide. Although at the end of 

the reaction a small quantity of about 0.1 mole of carbon 

dioxide is formed per mole of hexose, carbon dioxide fo~

mation is not included in the scheme in order to avoid too 

g~eat a co~ple~ity (mo~eover it is unknown whether carbcn 

dioxide is formed by the Ruff degradation only or also by 

other means). 

d. non-oxidative reactions. At more than 0.5 mmol/l oxygen 

concentration in the liquid phase, these reactions are res

ponsible for less than 1 % of the total acid p~oduction. 

In order to check our qualitative experimental results, we 

will introduce the f¢llowing Simplifi$c ~od$l' 

oa 
G --..... G-

°2 'E- OH 
P61 .. Acids (Ar+ J"o) 

oa - _~ 61 
F °2 -- F OB 

E~j P .. 
l.J 

.. Acids 
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~TAC can be explained by the rapid de-protonisation of the 

hexose and is therefore controlled by the hydroxyl ion con

centr~tion and independent of the oxygen concentration. The 

influence of. the temperature On bTAC can be translated as the 

temperature dependence of the ionisation constants of the 

hexoses. 

The acidic products are very 

stops when the concentration 

stable, because the reaction 

of hexose is zero. None of the 

products passes through a maximum in its concentration-ti~e 

curve. 

The S-shaped TAC and TOe curves for glucose can be explained 

by a relatively slow attainment of the equilibril,l,m G- .;;: E61 

so that the concentration of E61 passes through a maximum 

after some time. At this time the maximum reaction rate is 

reaohed. Furthermo;r.e we suppose that the eqUilibrium F- ;. E61 
is reached almost instantaneously. As a result of these hypo

theses the concentration of E61 will be higher when the reac

tion is started from fructose instead of from glucose, and 

therefore the reaction rate will be higher for fructose than 

for glucose. 

The reaction F :: E62 is supposed to be very slow because 

the product distribution is almost the same for glucose and 

fructose. 

The init~~l hexose concentration has no influence on the 

kinetic behaviour of t7e system as expressed in the expe~i

mental quantit~e$ ~TAC,\d~!C)m' and so on; nor o~ the product 

distr~but~on. This can be understood when all the reactions 

are of the first order in the reactants and when inter-reac

tions between the hexose molecules, the enol~te ions, the 

perox~des and the acidic products do not oceu •• 

The effect of the oxygen concentration can be understood as 

follows; 

Starting from any enolate ion there is competition between, 

on the one hand, the oxidation step to a peroxide, and, on 
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the other, the non-oxidative reactions of the enolate ion 

like double bond roig~ation and splitting. As a ~esult, the 

oxidation of E~1 to a~abonic acid and formic acid is favOur

ed at highe~ oxygen concentrations. 

The kinetic overall orde~ ot the oxygen concentration is less 

than 1, because the oxidation step is only one ot the steps 

in a serie of conseOutive reactions. 

The role of the hydroxyl ion concent~ation appears to be more 

complex: 

The hydroxyl ion concentration has a positive effect on the 

overall reaction rate, because at a higher value of [OR] the 

ratio [hexose-] to [hexose], and hence the enolate ion con~ 

centration, increases. A second positive effect i5 cau5ed by 

the hypothetical influenoe of the negative hydroxyl ion on the 

splitting of the once negative pe~oxides into two negative 

aoidio funotions. 

The effect of the hydroxyl ion concentration on the product 

distribution can be explained by means of the following me

chanism: 

reactions 

The reaction P t p is supposed to proceed very rapidly, 

so the splitting of P- is the rate-dete.mining step towa~ds 

the production of the acids from P-. From this mechanism it 

follows that at higher hydroxyl ion concentrations the ratio 

[p~l/[P-l and the total pe~oxide concentration ([P~) + [P-)) 

increase. The latter is ~n ag~eement with the repo.ted data 

of Bamford (62) and with our own results. The concentration 

of P decreases, so the nett rate of the direot oxidation of 

an enolate ion is favoured with re9ard to the double bond mi

gration and other non-oxidative reactions. 
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4.5 THE OVERALL KINETICS 

4.5.1 A SIMPLIFIED REACTION MODEL 

We first studied the ~inetics of the oxidation ~eaction by 

means of a simplified reaction model, derived from the inte

gral reaction scheme (4.4). Basically the process can be des

cribed as follows; 

A r~pid de-protonisation of the glucose molecu~es is followed 

by a slower de-cyclis~tion towards ~n cnolate ion structure. 

From the initially formed enolate ions, in addition to the 

form~tion of fructose, a great number of other kinds of eno

late ions may form which are oxidised to peroxides. The lat

ter break into acidic products. 

From the integral reaction scheme (4.4) it appears that in 

general two acids are formed from each enolate ion. Because 

about 2.5 acidic functions are fOrmed per hexose molecule 

that has been converted, an ave~age number of 1.25 enolate 

ions E are formed per 1 .00 enol~te ion E~1 (see 4.1.5). 

(I) 

(II) 

p (III) 

From this model c~n be derived the influence of the type and 

concentration of the hexose, of the hydroxyl ion concentra

tion, and of the oxygen concentration on the overall produc

tion rate of acids. The influence of these parameters on the 
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produot Qi~t~ibution is not built in, because no att~ntion is 

paid to the internal distribution of the various enolate ions 

within B-. The attainment of the equilib~ium between E- and 

P is described as an overall irreversible reaction, which is 

controlled by an effeotive rate constant k~. 

Because the produot distribution is independent of the reac

tion time we suppose that the ratio (E-)/(E61 ) is constant 

during the reaction. 

The Qi~ect formation of E62 from F- is neglected, because the 

prOQuct distribution is approximately the same, whether start

ing from glucose or fruotose. The possible fo~mation of man

nose is supposed to be insignificant (4.1.3). 

The first derivative vs, time of the pero~iQe and the acid 

concentration can be describeQ by means of the following e

quations, 

(4-1 ) 

Addition of equations (4-1) and (4-2) gives 

(4-3) 

From peroxide analyses done during our experiments we found a 

ma~imum peroxide oonoent~ation (p-) = 0.005, so 

1 d(AC) '" 
"2""""'dt""""" 0.02 

From equations (4-3) and (4-4) follows 

1 d(Ac) " ko~[Oll (E-) 
2~-

(4-4) 

(4-5) 
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The reactions (II) ~nd (III) can be replaced by 

(IV) 

d (AC) . dTAC We would point out here that ~ ~$ not equal to ~ be-

C~U$e the total alkali consumption is built up of the titra

tion of G to G and of the acid production. The product 

kO· lOll . (E-) repreeents the oxygen consumption rate and is 

equal to the fi~et derivative of the Toe curve. 

4.5.2 BASIC EQUATIONS 

The above cOllsicerations lead to the values of a number of 

reaction rate constants and/o~ their mutual relations, start

ing from the following equations 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

(<I-B) 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

(4-11 ) 

From our experiments we conclude th~t the equ~libria G t. G~ 
and F ; F are alwayS reached. In order to explain the diffe-
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renee between glucose and fructose as the sta~ting material, 

the attainment of the equilib~ium F- ~ E~1 must be mo~~ .apia 

than the conversion G- ~ E61 . For this reason it is assumed 

that during the analytical procedure, as a result of the aci

dic treatment of the reaction sample, the following reactions 

occur: -G .,. G 

- -> E;1 ., F E 

F F 

The analytically determined conoentration of glucose is built 

up of the actual concentration of the gluoose molecules and 

the glucose ions. 

(4-12) 

Combination of the equations (4-6), (4-7) and (4-12) gives 

d(G)a 
~ (4-13) 

The analysed concentration of fructose is built up of the 

actual concentrations of the fructose molecules, the fructose 

ions, and th~ enolate ions, 

(4-14) 

Combination of the equations (4-9), (4-9) and (4-14) gives 

Prom equations (4-10) ana (4-11) follows 

(4-115) 
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(G and (P-) are relateo to (G) and (P) ~e~pectively by means 

of the ioni~ation constant~ KG and Kp " 

KG 
kG (G-) 
~ .. (G) [OHT -G 

(4-17) 

l)r 
kF (F-) 

k_F (F) [OIl) (4-1 B) 

Prom equations (4-12) and (4-17) follo~~ 

(4-1 ~) 

From equations (4-14) and (4-18) follows 

l).lOHj 
(4-20) 

~lOHl + 

4.5.3 THE DETERMINATION OF KG AND ~ 

KG and ~ are calculated starting f~om the equations (4-17) 

and (4-18), which can be transformed into 

KG [Olll fG- 1 tlTAC (4-21 ) 
[Go -[G ) - C>TAC 

t"'o H =c 
Ho=G 

0 

and 
-

"F[OH] 
(F j lITAC (4-22) 

[F ol-[F ) - 6TAC 
t .. o H =F 

HO=F 
0 

in which 6TAC is the total alkali con~umption, expressed in 

terms of the starting concentration of hexose, whi.ch had to 
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be added to the reactor just after the addition of he~ose in 

order to reset the hydroxyl ion concentration on the desired 

value. (see 4.3.2) 

Table 14 , KG and ~ a6 a function of temperature 

K (l/llUllol) 25°C 45 50 55 60 65 E Koal 
(mol DC) 

KG 103 31 20 18 16 15 H -4.0 

~ 10 3 49 29 26 23 20 18 -5.3 

E has been calculated from an Arhenius plot [figure 13) 

70 __ ------------------------------. 

60+-____________________________ ~ 

50~--------------------------~~ 

404----------------------TL-----~ 

JO~--------------,?~--------~~KG 

204-----~~----~~------------~ 

10 

2.9 l.Q l.1 3.2 L3 3.4 . 10-~ 
~CO,,-1) 

f19ur~ 13 KG' ~lI' vere.ua. .} 

Our ~ata are in good agreement with those found by Izatt et 

al.(o)(29) : KG (25 °e) = 31 a.nd KF (25 °el = 54. 
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4.5.4 THE CONCENTRATION OF 'rHE ENOLA'rE IONS 

For each moment during the reaction the following mass balan

ces can be calculated: 

TAe (4-23) 

Toe (Ac ) + 2 (P-) (4-24) 

If the very low peroxide concentrat~on is neglected (see 

equation (4-4)), (4-23) minus (4-24) gives 

TAC - TOC (4-25) 

Substitution of eq. (4-19) in (4-25), yields the following 

ex~ression for (P-): 

(4-26) 

Combination of eg. (4-20) and (4-26) leads to 

~[OHJ l' (FJ a ] x 
~lOII] ,. 

(4-27) 

We calculated (B-) for a number of experiments with different 

[OM] and [°1], The numerical value of (B-) always varies ar

bitrarily around zero as a function of the reaction time 

(-0.05 ~(E-) "';0.02). 

From this we conclud",d that the total enolate concentration 

was always very low with regard to (F)a, so (E-) can be ne

glected in the equation$ (4-15) and (4-20). 
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4.5.5 THE DETERMINATION OF THE REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 

~g' k f , k_g/(~o·Ke)' and ~_f/(ko·Ke)' 

Because the real absolute value of (E-) coulc not Qe deter

mined as a function of time, it is only possible to oalculate 

kg and k f and the mutual relations between k_g , k_f' and ko ' 

In order to simplify the equations below we introduce 

x 
I). [OHl 

Y .. =-~:=;-......,.....,.. 
~[OHl + 

1 
2[0

1
] 

Substitution of eq. (4-16) anc (4-19) in (4-13) gives 

(4-26) 

and substitution of eg. (4-16) and (4-20) in (4-15), together 

with the correotion that (E-) ~ 0, gives 

(4-29) 

For any expe.iment X, Y, and Z Oan Qe calculated, because [O~, 

[all, and the reaotion temperature are known. KG anQ K~ can 

be obtained f.om figure 13. 
By plotting for different Qu.ations of the reaction, 

_1 __ .d(G)a and _1 ___ d(F)a versus _Z __ .dTOC and 
X-(G)a dt Y'(F)a dt X_(G)a dt 

~Z __ .dTOC 

y. (F)a dt 
~ .espectively; kg' k f , kO'K ' and 

o e 
can 

be dete.mined_ This method is illustrated by figure 14a+b, 

which has been calculated from the data of the experiments A 

anc1 B (4.3.2)_ 
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discussion and results 

In principle the values of kgl k f , k_g/k~'Ke' and k_f/k~'Ke 

can be determined f~om each e~perirnent. However, the follow

ing difficulties arise: 

(a) The value of k_g/ko.Ke appears to be about a factor 1.5 

higher if the experiroent is started with glucose instead 

of fructose. (See the above figure: e~periment A and B) • 

~his is most probably related to the neglection of the 

difference between the a and S glucose anorners (4.4.b), 

as will be explained below (4.5.6). 

(b) ~he dete~mination of k f and k_f/k~'Ke is complicated by 

the less accurate analysiS o! fructose (F)a due to anhy

dride formation (3.2.3 notes to table 5) and the coinci

dence of fructose and mannose on the chromatogram. The 

curves corresponding to those in figure 14a,but based on 

fructose determinations, are not fully straight lines. 

This can be understood as we suppose that (F)a includes a 

varying quantity of mannO$e. 

Furthermore the comment under pOint (a) applies also to 

fructose. 

The results of our calculations are listed in table 15. 

table 15 numerical value Of several reaction rate coeffi-

cients 

temperature kg k f k_g/k;'Ke k_f/k~'Ke 

1/h 1/h mmol/l mmol/l 

50 °c ~,5 ~ O,~ 12 ~ 3 0,7 ~ 0,1 4 ~ 2 

60 °c 15 ± 1 50 ± 10 1,2 ± 0,2 6 + 2 

4.5.6 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN a AND B GLUCOSE 

From our experiments we found a remar~able difference in the 

ratio (eG)a/(~G)a as a function of the duration of the reac-
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tion (G)~ between the experiments which were started with 

glucose and those which were started with fl:uctose. This is 

illustrated in figure 15. which has been derived from figure 

16.The oou~~e of the CUrves is significant for the diffel:ence 

between glucose and fructose as the starting hexose, but the 

level of the two curves may be incorrect, owin~ to a shift 

of the ratio (eG)a/(~G)a as a result of the analytical proce

dure. Nevertheless, with the aid of the plotted data, the 

abberat:i.on between the two lines in figure 14b can be explain

ed qu",litativell' by means of the following considerations. 

If the ring opening of ~ ",nd e glucose is considered separ~

tely, equation (4-29) Can be transformed in: 

(4-30) 

It has been assumed that the ch",nce of formation for " and 

glucose from E61 is the 5~me (k_g = k_~g + k_ eg ) and that 

(aG-) ~ X'(aG)'" and (6G-) = X'(SG)a 

Equation (4-30) c~n be rewritten as 

d(G)a 
dt 

X' «:<G)a 
-(k + k (BG)a) + 

go< 69(aG)a 
(4-31 ) 

The consequence of the introduction of (aG)'" and (SG)a on the 

plot from which k and k Ik~.K could be determined (figure 
9 -g a e 

14), is illustrated in figure 17. 

In plotting 

d(GJ..: 
dt 

(aG)a 
vs. instead of vs. 

(~G) '" 
both axes have to be multiplied by a factor 1 + (~G)a' 

The relation between this factor and (G)a is diffe~ent for 
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the two starting materials, as fOll0W$ fro)'L'l f;i.gl,u·es 15 OInQ. 16. 

Equation (4-31) is graphically represented in figure 17, which 

is 01 corrected version of figure 14b. 

1.5 

1.0 

Q. ~ 

0.2 o .• 

1. 

1. 

1. 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o. 

0.5 

0.0 

t'lqurt; is 

the J;"Ctt;.;l.Q~: dl!F 1:1 funetion of (G)a tor expc

r 1ments at.a.rt inq fr;om q11,ll;!!os{t: or t~""cto8e 

0.8 1.0 

~ ----~----~--~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
tosrt.1ng r~om fruetolle 

9 experiment A 

C 

" s 

~ 

B 

... E 

• 11 

1.0 1.5 2. U TOe 2.5 

r1g:u.re 16 • the rBtio ~: 3.!;I D: ~1,l~ct10t1 of l:.itt'IC for c:-xpOriJTUil:nta ~t.aJ;"t.1!"1'J 
frOm. qlu~Q:eat3 ()~ rr~ctoa.e 
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t + ¥.fl~), x:+w, , w· 
4 

l/h 

-1 

-3 

III 

-4 

-$ ~---.----~---'r----.----'----.---~ 
10 12 11 

figure 17 correction 01: !J.c;r1,l~~ 14 owing to th~ r.liffer<2lr,.f; 

:r;'~ac:tivity of oldr'ld eglUCOSI0. 

The shifted curves III and IV a~e much better connected to 

each 9the,,- than the orig,inal lines I and II. The combined 

curve III-IV does not have to be a fUlly straight line. be-
(BG): . . cause the term kag + keg (~G) ~n equation (4-31) ~5 not ac-

tually constant. Its numerical value depend~ on the varying 

ratio (BG)a/(aG)a, which in fact decreases at increasing val-
dTOC a uc of ~/(uG) . 

F'rom the intercept of the ve .. tioal axis it can be calo\1l.ated 

that 

5,7 (4-32) 
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By th~ application of th~ above proc~dure on (SG)a, it fol

lows that 

(4-33) 

The equations (4-32) and (4-33) are mutual dependent, so kag 

and keg can not be determined separately. Each chosen rat~o 

between k~g and kSg gives the same solution of both equat~on~ 

In agreement with this conclusion, the different course of 
the curves in figure 14 can be understood by the supposition 

that the actual value of keg is higher than that of k",g From 

the equal~ty 

(4-34) 

follows 

k ~ + 'k 
"'g (aG)a ~g 

k 
g (aG)"" + 

(e.G)"" 

(4-35) 

from which it appears that, owing to the non-constant rat~o 

(BG)aj(crG)a during the reaction, as a matter of fact the ring 

opening of glucose can not be described by a constant r~ac

tion rate coefficient kg' which is based on the total glucose 

concentration. 

The meaning of this conclusion will appear from the analogue 

simulation of the integral reaction (4.7). 

4.6 A KINETIC APPROACH TO THE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

4.6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The kinetic descr~ption of the total acio production can be 

supplemented by a kinetio approach to the product distribu

t~on. 

FrOm the integral reaction scheme (~.4) it follows that the 
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product distribution depends on the $ubdivision within the 

total number of enolate iOn$. Basically, each type of enolate 

ion can give both a peroxide or othe~ enolate ions,and the~e

fore we will introduce a division into classes. 

defin~tion: class E~ includes all the enolate ions anQ eqUi

valent aldehydes which are formed by way of (n-1) 

steps starting from £;, . 

Class included enolate iOns 

B-
1 EG1 

E; E61 + £; + GyA 

E; EG3 + E~2 + GoA 

E~ E~2 + FoA + E~1 
and so on. 

The actual concentration of a given ion is supposed to de

crease when the number of the class to which it belongs in-

creases. 

The reactions which are related to the ions of a given class 

are ill~strated in the following scheme. 

OH 

ka 

-------

The equilibrium between En and Po is included to eXplain the 
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influence of the hyd~oKyl ion concentration on the product 

di5t~ibution (4.4.2). The attainment of the equilibrium 

E~~E~+1 (double bond shift; 4.1.4) is deso~ibed as an i~
reversible reaotion, which is controlled by an effeotive re~ 

action rate constant k;("sh.l,£t"). 'rile splitting of E~ (4.1.5) 

is cor~espondin9'ly represented by kb ("b~eak"). 

En 1s formed from E~_1 either by double bond shift or by 

b~eak. 

We have supposed that k.~, k b , k o ' k_o are constant for all 

transfers from a lower class to a higher one at the same tem

perature. Fu~thermore, we use the steady state conoept for E~ 

and p~, because from the previous chapter 1t is known that 

the total enolate and the total peroxide concentrations are 

very lOW (eguations (4-4) and (4-27). 

d(EQ .. d(P~) 
o 

dt dt 

4.15.2 BASIC EQUATIONS 

The above Considerations lead to the following equations; 

(4-36) 
dt 

o 

(4-37) 

d(E~)S 
The subscript s in ------ means that the p~oduction of B- is 

dt 

caused by double bond shift within E~_1' 

d(E~)b 

dt 
o 

(4-38 ) 
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d(E~)b 
lhe ~ubscript b in 

dt 
meanS that the produ~tion of En is 

caused by the splitting of E~_1' 

d(P~) d(E~) 
With and ~--- zero, it follows from the above cqua-

dt dt 

tion that the product distribution is independent of the ~e

action time. This is in agreement with Our experimental re

sults. 

From equation (4-36) follows 

( 4-39) 

We define a and ~ as the fractions of higher class enolate 

ions, formed from lower class enolate ions by shift or break 

respectively_ 

and B 

It oan be derived by subst~tution of (4-39) in (4-37) that 

(). = 

)

-1 

[OHj 

(4-40) 
k* k k" 

s -0 + ...!}, 
ka-~ )<,0 

Substitution of (4-39) in (4-38) gives 

)

-1 

[011] 

(4-41 ) 
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From equations (4-40) and (4-41) follows 

s (4-42) 

which can be understood from our proposition that each enol

~te ion is formed both by double bond shift (k;) and by split

ting (/'-1;»' 

If we take the concent~ation of arabonic acid to be 1, be

cause it is formed directly from E~1' the relative concentra

tion of e~ch product with regard to the arabonic acid concen

tration can be exp~essed in terms of ~ and B. From the inte

gral reaction scheme (4.4) it follows that for erythronic 

acid (Er)/(Ar) = ~ + ~3~, beC~u5e the p~oduction of erythro

nic aci~ is proportional to the concentratiOn of E62 and E;1. 
Table 17 lists the oorresponding expressions for all the for

med acids. 

k k 
_--'5"-1_ .... E; - ----'s=:...,...;il:6" 3 

(cd 162 
(a) 

Er Er 

table 17 the product concentration relative to arabonic 

acid, expressed in terms of " and e 

product 

arabonic acid Ar 

erythronic acid Er 

glycerinic acid Gy 
glycolic acid Go 

formic acid Fo 

total acid ( Ac 

(il/(Ar) 

Q. + Q.S~ 

2~2 + 2Q.2~ + «3S~ 

~ + 28 + 3«B + «2S + 3a z az+ 2,,3S2+~3Sl 
+ 26 + 2,,26+ ),,26 2+,,31+. 2«3S2. 2,,38 3 

2 + 2,,+ 4S+ 3«6 • 5«2e+ 6,,2S2 + 2,,'8 + 
+ 5«3 S2 + 3"sa~ 

(*) The fOrmation of carbonic acid is neglected (4.4.1) 
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The product concentration relative to the total acid produc

(i) (Ar) 
tion can be obtained by (AC) (Ar)' 

4.6.3 AN ESTIMATION OF e/~ = kb/k~ 

Starting from the meas~rSo product distribution, an estimate 

of the ratio ale - k~/kb oan be made with the ~id of the fol

lowing simplified part of the inteqral reaction scheme. 

E51 ~ A~ + Fo 

1. "'b~,,"~_---J~~ 2Fo + 2Go 

r 
E6~ Go + Er 

The concentration of E61 i$ taken to be 1. 
According to this soheme, the quantities of formic acid (Fo)b 

and glycolic acid (Go)b formed owing to break of E61 a~., given 

by: 

(FO)b (Fo) - (Ar) (Go)b .. (Go)-(Er) (4~43b) 

These quantities have arisen from the fraction B of E61 which 

is broken and is given by: 

B 
(FO) - (Ar) 

2 (4-44<1) or (Go)-(Er) 
2 

(4-44b) 

The fraction ~ of E61 which reacts towa~ds E62 is given by 

a - 1 - (A~) - B (4-45) 

Ths numerical values of the eq~ations (4-44a) ano (4-44b), 

calculated from the experirn.,nts, do not agree, b.,cause in the 
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above simplified scheme the form~tion of Fo and Go owing to a 

repeated double bond·shift and splitting started from E;2' is 

neglected. The two caleulat~d v~lue$ of 6 will be too h~9h; 

the lower w~ll be nea~er to the real value. 

Our calculations are listed in the fQ~lowing table. 

expe);:',i,ment 6 ; calculated from co: calcula- average 

oode temp. equations ted with the a/co value 1, (4-44a) and (4-44b) lower B (l 

A 50 °c 0.08 0.11 0.39 0.22 

B 50 0.10 0.10 0.40 0.25 0.24 

R 50 0.25 0.16 0.61 0.26 

G 60 0.1 ;l 0.15 0.40 0.30 

H 60 0.13 0.18 0.48 0.27 

K 60 0.14 0.17 0.43 0.32 0.31 
L 60 0.15 0.15 0.55 0.27 

M 60 0.14 0.17 0.32 0.44 

0 60 0.17 0.21 0.51 0.33 
p 60 0.22 0.25 0.55 0.39 

4.6.4 THE (RE)CALCULATION OF co 

After substituting the relation between a and B in the equa

tion$ in table 17, a theoretical product concentration rela

tive to the total acid production can be calculated as afunc

tion of co ~t 50 °c ~nd 60 °c. (figure 18) 

The measured relative product concentrations (~~~»)m of each 

experiment can be compared with the theoretical onee as a 

function of a. The relative deviation between the measured 

and theo:r:etioal value fa);:, a given product. is denoted by t:.,i.' 

By means of minimalisation of U'i as a function of co. the rno~t 

suitable value of a fo~ each experiment oan be determined ac

cur~tely a$ $hown in figure 19. 

This results in the following values for co (table 19) 
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the v~lues of a obt~ined by a comparison between 

the measured and the theoretical product ~istri

bution 

ex~.code A B R G H K L MOP 

~ 0.41 0.43 0.88 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.60 0.38 0.64 0.72 

tbe:orctic:al 

t'1gure 1 a tbt!! the:orctic:al rel~t:1 ve rraduC't cOl'lceol;!.r;;ttlon al5 a fIJ.\"\C

t1on. Of ct, at SO °c 

Ar 0 .a-,---~------------, 
~ ... t?!~~cr1ll'lent: A 

L..r-0 ). • o?I~p.c:riment B 
Fo 0.6 

0.2 

0.3 0.4 0,5 0.5 

figure- 19 dcterminat.10~ Of. Ci for experiment 1\ o!I.tl.d e. 
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4,6,5 

For eaoh experiment, the actual hydroxyl ion concentration 

[OH], the Oxygen concentration in the liquid phase [01]' the 

value of ~ from table 19, and the average value of kb/k; from 

table 18 can be substituted in equation (4-40). This leads to 

a nu~ber of independent equations with two variables, namely 

ka.ko/k_o.k~ and ka/k_o' By means of the method of the least 
squares, the following values were obtained: 

table 20 

4.6.6 

table 21 

temperature ka/k_o ko/k~ 

50 °c 0.06 ~ 0.02 2.5 .:!:: 0.5 

60 °c 0.04 .± 0.02 2.0 + 0.5 

SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATED VALUES AND ~rNAL CHECK 

summary of the results of the preceding calcula

tions 

temperature ).;b/k~ ka/k_o ko/k; 

50 °c 0.24 .± 0.02 0.06 .:!:. 0.02 2.5 .! 0.5 

60 °c 0.31 .! 0.04 0.04 .± 0.02 2.0 .± 0.5 

A final check has been carried out by means of the following 

procedure; 

For a number of experiments with different temperatures, hy

droxyl ion concentrations, and OXygen concentrations, a was 

determined by means of equation (4-40) and the data of table 

19. ay substituting these values of a in the equations of 

table 17, product distributions were calculated, which could 

be compared with the experimental results. This is shown in 

table 22. 
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t;...,1.blc 22 ; GoD'1pEl:r' leon betwc~n the c:aLeuLated and e'Xp~;Ji ;l.rncn-

tal proo~~~ ~Qnccntr~tionz:s 

~~p~ ~ « 1 oi, 
code 

calc. rne~J30. ~.,.lc. 

A 0.40 lo ~~ 

B 0"40 24 26 
R 0.82 12 13 

G O.H 21 22 

!! D.61 '9 1e 
K 0.52 19 .0 
to 0.62 17 17 
M o ,l8 25 26 

0 0.62 15 17 

P 0.70 11 14 

c::orreli:Lt1on coeff .t,cicnt.s 

Conclusion: 

0.99 

0,98 

-ffit lie 

:tl'I~.&.e. calc. 

11 11 

13 11 

12 13 

11 11 

11 12 
12 11 

,1 12 

6 10 

11 12 

10 12 

~ (Gy 

rne.~s_ c:.alc:: .. 

10 

10 

21 

1 ] 

14 

'4 
17 

9 

1 ~ 

16 

1.00 
0.93 

10 

'0 
2. 
1 ~ 

16 

1> 

16 

H 
1~ 

~ iffi M 

roeaa. calc. /iIK':.,.=tio. co51". 

20 19 33 B 

21 19 n )) 

25 24 30 2~ 

24 2] 31 31 

~7 26 n 29 

24 24 31 ]1 

25 26 ~O n 
22 21 36 )4 

29 26 30 29 

30 28 );l 29 

The product distribution 

integral reaction scheme, 

ca~ be explained by a simplified 

consisting of a repeating set of 

reactions with consta~t reaction rate coefficients, starting 

from each enolate ion. By means of the ratios of the reacticn 

rate coefficient~ of the peroxide formation of the cleavage 

of the enolate ion, and of the double bond shift within the 

e~olate ion, as g~ven in table 21, the product distribution 

as a function of the temperature, the hydroxyl ion concentra

tion, and the oxygen conce~tration in the liqUid phase can be 

predicted. 

4.7 SIMULATION OF THE RBACTION WITH AN ANALOGUE COM

PUTER 

Finally, the integral react~on scheme (4.4) is also aimulated 

on an analogue computer, in order to verify the oombined in

fluence of the vario~s, $eparately determined, reaction rate 

coeffic~ents on the overall reaction. In this simulation both 
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the double bond shift and the oxidation step are conside~ed 

as reversible reactions, of which the reaction ~ate coeffi

cients ks' k_s and ko' k_o have to be related to the nett 

~ate coefficients k; ~nd k~ respectively. 

4.7.1 

The relation between the effeotive rate coefficient k; and 

the actual ones ks and k~s can be derived from the equality 

ks and k_s a~e supposed to be equal, so kslk_s 
tion in equation (4-46) leads to 

k* s 
(E~+1) 

---) 
(E~) 

(4-46) 

1. Substitu-

(4-47) 

From table 19 an ave~age value of a appea~s to be about 0.6, 

so 

k -s 

In the Simulation, the actual value of ~ i$ left variable. 

4.7.2 THE RELATION BETWEEN k~ ~NO ko' k_o 

The relation between the effective 

the actual coefficients ko and k_o 
folloWing equations 

rate coefficient k~ and 

can be derived from the 

(4-49) 
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(The accumulation ot Pn can be neglected with rega~d to the 

actual mass tlow from E~ towa~d? the acidic p~oducts (4.6.1).) 

(4-50) 

Combination of the equations (4-49) and (4-50) gives 

(4-51) 

'I'he ratio k_o/ka for SO °c and 60 °c is ment.i.oned in table 21. 

4.7.3 AN ESTIMATE OF Ke 

In order to determine k_g and k_f rel~tive to k o ' it is nec

ess~ry to know the numerical value of Ke (see table 15). This 

r,atio between the total enolate concentration (B-) to (~61) 

can be estimated from the average product di5tribut:Lon. 'l'he 

total acid production is proportional to (~-) and the arabon

:),0 acid produotion, together with an equal quantity of formic 

acid, is proportional to (E61 ). 

K 
e 

4.7.4 

(AC) '" 2 
2· (Ar) 

(average value of the 

experiments) 

THE SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENT A 

(4-S2) 

The computer work will be demonstrated by the simulation of 

experiment A, starting from the following data obtained £~om 

tables 15 and 21 and figure 13 with the aid of the above re

lation",. 

table 23 

x 

0.32 

y 

input for the analogue simulation of experiment A 

[OR] = 26 romel/l. [all O.SS romol/l. T = 50 °c 

k 
9 

k 
-g 

0.40 2.S 12 55 440 3 45 50 5 50 50 
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The absolute values of ke and k_o are taken as SO.Th~~ ¢ho~~e 

affe~ts only the computed enolate and pe~o~~de concentrations, 

but not the Overall reaction rate, nor the product diet~~bu

tiOn. 

The reSults 

the computed 

data. 

Discu$l>ion; 

are represented in the figures 20a+b, in which 

curves can be compared with the exper~mental 

(al the overall reaction 

From figure 20a it follows that the agreement between 

the computed and measured curvel> ~s only Sood at the be

ginning of the reaction. This is partly owing to the ne

glection of the d~fferent reactivity of ~ and 6 glucose 

(4.5.6). The result Of the correction kag = 1.2 ; keg m 

" 3.6 ; (6 G) / ("G) '" 1.5 at 't = a is represented in fi

gure 21. The remaining discrepancy can be explained by 

the neglection of the produced carbonic acid. 

(b) the produ~t distribution 

The correlation coefficient between the computed and the 

exper~ental values is 0.7. Th~5 coefficient became al

most exactly 1.0 if ko was raised by a factor 1.7 up to 

about 75 l/rnmol.h (open dots in figure 20b). The S~e 

effect wal> obtained by a reduction of kb with a factor 

0.8, together with a proportional increase of k_
s

' 

Actually, ~n both cases the oxidation step is favoured 

with ~egard to the double bond shift and the break reac

tion. At 60°C the same cO~rections appeared to be neces

sary. Afte~ the above cO~rections, the calculated pro

duct distribution agreed very well with the experimental 

data for a number of experiments with different hydroxyl 

ion concentration, oxygen concentration, and temperature. 

A remarkable phenomenon was observed by plotting the relative 

concentrat~ons of the $everal components of the reaction Ver

sus the total oxygen consumpt~on. This is illustrated in fi

gure 22 for experiment A. 
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The striking temporary p);oduct deficiency dl,lr.ing the latter 

part of the reaction has been observed fer ~ number of other 

experiments too. 'rhe defici.enc:y was the ",reater at glucose 

experiments and at ~ower temperatures, higher oxygen concen

trations, and higheL' hydroxyl ion concentrations. This defi

ciency Can be explained kinetically by an assumed reaction 

between enolate and peroxide iOns. 

E + p EP 

'rhe [ormation of such il. compound EP will be very slow in the 

beginning of the reaction, because (E-) and (1'-) are very low 

and the reaction is of the second (ltder. When k_
EP 

is relati

vely very 51110111, at the end of the overall reaction the for

mation of E and P from EP results in an increasing quan

tity of acids at a relatively low oxygen consumption. This 

theoretical explil.nation can be $imulated on the analogue 

computer. The result for experiment A is represented in fig

u;l;"e 23, (kEP = 1000 ; k_l:: p = 0.1). 

Toe - (Aci 

0.5 

0.4 

o _J 

o. , 

0.1 

+~"'''''~=,------,- ---r 1 I----.--.--r---" 

f 19urc ':::3 

0,2 0.4 O,IS 0,8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.1:1 1.0 2-2 2.1 

'l'Or.: 

{;iOmp":H.-:l.~i)n between cxp~ri.ffi~tl.I;..o::·tJ. ~nd C!~lculat~d prOdUct d.efic1ency 

.:.~ ,"I ("ul"lct1nn ot tho::: tot~l ().x.y~l'~1"1 cDn!:Ournption 
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4.B ~HE INFLUENCE OF TE~ TEMPERATURE 

~he influence of the temperature on the overall reaotion rate 

can be determinea from the figure below. 

The overall rate increases by a factor 2.$ per 10 °C,starting 

from glucose and by a factor 1.9 per 10 °c, starting from 

fructo~e. From the preceding detailed caloulations at 50 0 and 

60°C it follows that an inOrease of the overall reaction 

rate is mainly due to the increasing values of kg and k f 
(increasing rate of the ring opening). The shift in the pro

duct distribution in favour of glyoolic acid and glycerolic 

acia with increasing temperature is to be attributed first to 

the increase of k_o ' through which the double bond shift and 

the splitting of enolate ~ons is favoured with regard to the 

direct peroxide formation, and secondly by the increa~e of 

kb/ks and the decrease of ko/ks' through whioh the splitting 

reaotion is favoured with regard to the double bOna ~hift. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE PLATINUM CATALYSED OXIDATION OF GLUCOSE TO G10CONIC 

ACID WITH OXYGEN IN AQUEOUS ALKALINE SOLUTIONS 

5.1 LITERATURE CONCERNING THE OXIDATION OF GLUCOSE TO 

GLUCONlC ACID 

5.1.1 HOMOGENEOUS PROCEDURES 

A great n~mQer of authors have reported the oxidat~on of al

doses to their corresponding aldoni<; "cids by me"ns of h").o

gens. Part of these p,"blications is related to preparat~ve 

methods on a laboratory scale. Dj,).~ted alkalj,ne solutioDS of 

glucose (1 to 5 pel: cent. by weight) are treated with chlori

ne/bypochlorite (63,67), bromine/hypobromite (66,69), iodine/ 

hypoiodite (64,65,68) or chlorate (70) at 0° to 25 °C. These 

reaction5 take about 5 to 10 hours for a glucose COnversion 

of 50 to 80 %. During the past ten years much attention has 

been paid to the mechanisms and the kinetics of these oxj,da

tion systems. According to the work of Barker et al, (71,72), 

Isbell et a1. (73,74), Grover et al. (7~) and others, the 

oxidation of a great n~ber of hexoses and pentoses by means 

of bromine/hypobromite can be described as" bimolecular se

<;ond Qrder reaction between the monosa<;charide and the hypo

br.omite ion. The oxidation rate is strongly dependent on the 

steric confi9~ration of the starting material. ~-Aldoses re

act much faster than their corresponding 6 anomers. In fact, 

the oxidation rate is mainly determined by the rate of trans

formation towards the 6 f.orm, what has already been observed 

q~alitatively by Reeve (76) on a hypoiodH:e sy!;tem. Lj,chtin 

(77) obtained similar results for the oXid"tion wj,th chlo

rj.n... According to I'erlm~tter (78), the anionic form of glu

cose is mO):"" reactive tlmn the glucose molecule. A kinetic 

study Qn the oxid"tion of glucQse in acidic chlorine soluti

ons is reported by Grill-() (79) and U):"quiza (130). Wetted glu-
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case polymers like starch can be oxidised to gluconic aoid by 

means of chlo;r;ine gas. (81) 

A number of processes have been patented in which glucose is 

oxidi~ed Qy bromine/hypobromite (82, 83) and by bromic acid 

together with sodium chlorate (84). This latter patent claims 

a - non quantificated - catalytic ef.fect by some metal salts. 

The main disadvantage of these prOCesses consists in the dif

ficulty of separating the produced gluconate from the great 

quantity of formed salts, and the regeneration Of the latter. 

This disadvantage is partly removed by indireot electrolytic 

oxidation, in whioh prOcess bromine is formed electrolytical

ly from a small quantity of bromide. The bromine is reduced 

again by OXidising the monosaccharide Via the hypobromite ion 

(85-93). 

Besides the oxidation with halogens, a number of other homo

geneous methods have been published. KiYOshi et al. (94) and 

Kazirnurova (95) reported a conversion of gluoose - via the 

Cannizarro mechanism - in the direction of gluconic acid, if 

an acceptor for the hydrogen anion was formed. As proton ac

ceptors are used: ketones, compounds with a double bond be

tween carbon atoms, or oxygen together with a reducing oata

lyst like Raney nickel. Ginzburg (96) studied the oxidation 

with cerium sulphate and irridium complexes. 

Overall kinetic studies On the oxidation of a nwmbe~ of pen

toses and nexoses by means of potassium chromate are given by 

Tul'chinskii (97). Dorofenko (98) reported an ove;r;all yield 

of gluconic acid Of 40 per cent., via oxidation with m~rcuric 

acetate. 

The selective OXidation of aldoses to their correSponding al

donic acids in anhydrous media like methanol by means of bro

mine carbamate has been described by Kiss (99). The oxidatiQn 

of hexoses in strictly anhydrous carbontetrachloride by m~ans 

of nitrogen tetroxide has been reported by Oegering (100) and 

patented (701). 
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5.1. 2 BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES 

In general these em:ymatic ox;ldat!.ons take place at about 

30 °c in aerated aqueouQ glucose solutions with a concentra

tion up to 35 pe]; oent. by weight, on which vegatativ$ myce

l~a are added together with a number of nut];itious salts. 

These reactj"onQ last about 20 to 30 hours and are sensitive 

to infections. As ea];ly as 1880 Boutroux (102) described a 

biochemical process for the selective oxidation of glucose to 

gluconic acid. The first technical processes We];e based on 

surface techniques with toad-stool moulds (103), A number of 

working methods based on thi Q principle were patented about 

1930 (104 - 108). After that a batch-wise l!.quid phase pro

cess was developed in a horizontal rotating reactor in which 

a 15 per cent. glucose solution is converted almost quantita

tively to gluconic aoid in 24 hours at 30 °c (109 - 112). As 

the biologically active material may serve Aspe];gillus niger 

(111) or Acetobaoter suboxidans (108). Some other processes 

make use of a vertic"l ;Eermentor in which the aotive mycelium 

is cultivated 5epa~~tely in a pre-fermentor (113). Concen

trated glucose solutions can b€ converted if borax is added 

to the reaotor in order to prevent early p];ecipitation of 

o"loium gluconate (114). A semi-contj,nuou$ process has been 

developed, inwh~oh the myc~lium can be used " numb~r of times 

(115). After the conversion of onE batch, the myceli.um can be 

separated f];om th~ solution by flotation, 5Q that about 80 

per oent. of the liqUid can be removed without appreoiable 

loss of active material. Another method is the separati.on of 

the mycelium by filtration or in a cent~ifuge, after which it 

can be added to a fresh glucose solution (116). In 1959 " full 

continuous process has been patented (117). According to Baker 

et al. (118) the difficulties with regard to the r$quired 

sterilisation can be evaded by using hydrogen peroxide as the 

oxidant together with a g~ucose oxidase as a catalyst. The 

past ten ye"rs much attention has been paid to several types 

of. enzyme producing bacteria (119 -122) and on the mechanisms 

and the kinetics of the reaotion, 

It l.s f01)nd that the enzyme forms an em:yme-substrate com-
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plex, which split~ into gluconolactone and a reduced form of 

the enzym. The latter ie oxidised again hy the dissOlved oxy

gen (123,126). The rate dete~mining step in the overall re

aotion is the hyd.olysis of the lactone (124) or the forma

tion of the comple~ which is affected by the eteric configu

ration of the substrate (125). The oxygen transfer is studied 

by Shuich~ et al. (127) in a conventional fermentor. Mazza 

(128) describes an air-lift reactor in which the liq~id is 

circulated by air injection. 

5.1.3 HETEROGENEOUS CATALYTIC PROCEDl,)R~S 

DBbereiner (129) discovered in 1832 that hydrogen and O~ygen 

in the presence of platin~m metal reacts spontaneously towards 

water. In 1845 he found that ethanol in an a~ueous alkaline 

solution can be conve.ted into carbondio~~de and water (130) 

by means of platinum. As early as 1$61 Von Gorup-Besanez (131) 

o~idised mannitol in an aq~eous alkaline solution in the pre

senCe of platinum black. As reaotion products he detected 

mannonic acid and a number of reduoing compounds, among which 

mannose. Grimea~x described the formation of glyceraldehyde 

from gl~cercl under the same ccndi~ions (132). 

In 1935 Heyns st$.ted a very extensive research on the selec

tive oxidation of carbohydrates by mean$ of noble metal cata

lysis. (133 - 137) An extensive survey of the selective oxi

dation of carbohYQrates, employing platinum catalYQts, is gi

ven by Heyns and Pa~lsen (138) in 1962. primary hydroxyl 

groups are preferen~ly oxidised in comparison with secondary 

ones. Axial secondary hydroxyl groups in a cyclic structure 

are sooner oxidised than equa~orial ones. In general the se

lectivity of the platinum catalysed oxidation is sornewha~ 

lower as in the enzyma~ic oxidation processes (5.1.1). Both 

Qelectivities are the same in the oxidation of cyclitols. 

A catalyst prepa~ed by reduction with formaldehyde of chloro

platinum acid on carbon is recommended to be most effective. 

(Further comments on the oatalyst are g~ven in cha~ter 6.) 

The oxidation proceeds ve~y slowly in neutral or acidic media, 

it is supposed that the produced ~cid impedes the reaction. 
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AcCording to Poethke (139), the selectivity can be affected 

by a further oxidation of the produced gluconic acid towards 

earbondioxide, oxalic acid and a number of other lower acids. 

Table 24 gives a survey of the literature concerning the he

terogeneous catalytic oxidation of glucose. 

The publications in the above table give only phenomenologi

cal descriptions of the methods used. One exception is the 

recent wor~ of Okada et al, They reported ~ mathematical des

cription of the oxidation reaction up to a conversion of 30 

per. cent, in a continuously stirred tank reactor and a verti

cally mounted multi stag-e countercurrent g-as - liqUid contac

tor. The catalyst is always kept in suspension and is trans

ported through the reactor system together with the react~. 

Their calculations are based On an empirically determined, 

bimolecular second or.der kinetic. model ot the catalytic re

action, amplified by a logarithmic teJ:"m describing catalyst 

de-activation during the reaction. 

5.1.4 PROFOSEO MECHANISMS OF THE NOBLE METAL CATALYSED 

OXIDATJON 

The discussion in the l~terature of the mechanism of noble 

metal cata~ysed liqUid phase oxidations f~lls into two extreme 

cases (138,154). 

(al A peroxide mechanism where the oxygen is activated by the 

noble metal and from the glucose a ~eroxide intermediate 

is formed, which oeeomposes to yield gluconic acid and 

hydrogen peroxide. The latteJ:" is rapidly decomposed by 

the catalyst. 

H 
I 

at 0 + Pt.02 
... RC = 0 + Pt 

I 
OOH 

RC '" 0 + H2O ... RC = 0 + H20 2 I I 
OOH OH 

or 

R~ = 0 + RL .. 0 ... ~ RC = 0 
I 

OOB Oil 

Pt + O2 
.. Pt0

2 
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(b) A de-hydrogenation in which the noble metal abs-r.racts 

hydrogen from glucose-monohydrate. 

Of! 
I Ry = 0 + H2 O 

fI 

--_ Re - all 
I 
H 

OIl 
I Re - OU '. Pt 
I 

----.. RC = a + Pt.H 2 I 
11 OH 

Pt'll2 + °2 
The! dc-hydrogenation theory has been put forward by Wieland 

(151). During his basic work on the oxidation of various sub

stx-ate!;, ;."nong which glucose, he observed that the addition 

of quinone as a hydrogen acceptor yielded hydroquinone. This 

thecry was confirmed by investigations of thc surface PQten

tial of the cata1.y",t by Mililer and Schwabe (152). They found 

tlwt thc electrochemioal potential of the catalyst during the 

oxidalion of ethanol is almost the same as of a hydrogen sa

turated platinum ",lectrode, so the catalyst must be saturated 

with hyd);"ogen. 

the oxidati.on o-t ethanol by Rottenberg and Baertschi (153) by 
1 il 18 means ~'f labeU",d exygen 02 oX" labelled water H

2
0 could be 

eXplained by the de-hydrogenation mechanism, although thei); 

results were no~ conclusive. In a review by Rottenberg and 

Thilrkauf (154) it i!; "''''bumed that a si[!\\1ltan<~ous activation 

of both the entE'X":i.Ilg oxygen molecules and of the leaving hy

drogen atoms OCCUr:5 on the surface of the catalyst. 

5.2 EXpLORATIVe EXPERIMEN'l'S 

In orde~ to obtain a qualitativo insight in the platinum ca

t<>lysed oxidation of glucose to g).\1cQnie acid, we first ca.~ 

.i.,d out some explorative experime.nts with a 10 per cent, 

platinum on carbon catalyst (catalyst number 102, table ~5, 

Chapter 6).The experimenta~ proc.,dure is th., same as in chap

ter 4 (4,3.1). 'l'he finely d.ivided cat"ly;;t was added together. 

with the 600 ml of water. 
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In general the ove4all reaction sequence may be broken down 

into :3 steps; 

(a) transport of the reactants to the catalytic surface 

(b) their adsorption, reaction and de5o.ption 

(c) transport of produot$ away from the catalyst surfaoe 

According to BOnd (155) and Nagy (156) it is p.obably that if 

~ny transport linitation of the reaction occurs, it will be 

the o~ygen transfe~ from the gaSeOus to the liquid phase and 

the o~ygen diffusion rate that is responsible. This oan be 

prevented by vigorously a9itating the system to provide a suf

ficient great gas ~ liquid contact area. 

From a number of e~periment$ at 55 °c we cono~uded that above 

1500 r.p.m. the reaction rate ~ecomes independent of the 

stirrer speed. At 2000 r.p.m. the o~ygen concentration in the 

liquid phase always remained above 75 per cent. of the satu

ration conoentration. MoreOVer, we obtained a straight line 

in an Arhenius plot of the reaotion rate versus the reaction 

temperature over the range 25 to 60 °C. 

As a typical example, a model experiment is .epresented in 

figu:r:es 25a + b. 

The related exper~mental cond~tions are given below. 

T °c [OH)mmolJl [01)=01/1 [Go]mInOl/l [catJgr/l cat. type 

55 0.072 0.75 100 1.00 10%H/C* 

* catalyst number 102, t~ble 25, chapter 6, 

Note, As a resu~t of the low hydroxyl ion coneantration, the 

ralative conoentratiOn of the iOnic form of gl~cose can 

ba neglected. (see 4.5.2; equation 4-12 ~ (G-)~O). So 

the analytically determined gluoose concentration is 

equal to the actual conoentration in the reacto:r: (Ga)"'(G). 

5.3 AN EMPIRICAL KINETIC MODBL 

In order to obtain a ~imple kinetiC parameter to compare dif

ferent experiments, we made the assumption that the 1055 of 

selectivity occurs completely in the beginning of the reac-
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tion, ~nd adjusted the expe~~mentally dete~m~ned relations 

between the glucose concentration, the gluconic aoid concen

tration, and the total alkali consumption, ~ooordingly the 

results of these adjustments tor the experiment of f~gure 25 

are represented in figure 26. 

The overall reaction can then be divided in two parallel 

parts, viz. for the a~ve experiment. 

I A completely selective oxidation of 90 per oent. of the 

glucose to gluconic acid. 

II A more rapid reaction of 10 per cent. of the glucose, by 

which about two moles of alkali are consumed per mole glu

cose. Moreover itis known that the ratio Toe/TAC is higher 

than 1.0 at the beginning of the reaction (figure 25b). So 

we made the assumption that the 10 per cent. of glucose is 

oxidised to glucosaccharic acid. Some authors reported 

glucosaccharic acid as a product of the platinum catalysed 

oxidation of glucose (see table 24). 

A more extensive discussion on pOSSible side and oonsecu

tive reactions is given in 5.4. 

As a consequence of the above division, the selectivity at 

the end of the reaction Se can be defined as ~e = 2.00-TACe 

ad I' 

This part can be de~or~bed by a first order rate equation, 

acoordin9 to: 

G 
catalyst: Ga 

(i.1.2l) 
dt I 

_ (dTAC) 
dt I 

(5-1 ) 

(G) 1.10 - TAC (see figure 26) . 

For t = 0 ; TAC = 0.20, (G) = 0.90 (5-2) 

in which (G) reduced glucose conoentration [G]![GoJ 

(Ga) reduced gluconic aoid concentration [Ga]/[GoJ 

kI ~ ~eaction rate coefficient of ~eaction I 

[aal l conoentration of act~ve catalyst sites 
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The reaction volume is constant, so kr'[u",I 1 
by [l n,;,w constant ki. After substitution of 

and integrating, follOws 

In (1.10 - TAC) 
0.90 

Thifl equation can be general;i.zed to 

In (TACe - TAC) 
CLOO - 'l'ACe ) k~ . t 

can be replaced 

(5-2) in (5-1) 

(5-3 ) 

(5-4 ) 

In figure 27 (curve I), the experimental data of figure 25 are 

plotted according to equation (5-3). 

ad II, 

tlJ'd-€'l (min.) 
"O~ __ -L __ -L ___ ~ __ ~ ___ 5~qL-__ L-__ L-~~ ___ ~ __ 1~V01.0 

0,14-------- --------- ----+-->.,~ 

. 

1.10·TAC 
'-""""O,")""ir 

0, :.z 

--,------- -----,------- -----"'~- - --------., -0 .05 

0.02 
10 

time (m.in.) 

The assumed OXidation of gluco$e to glucosaccharie acid can 

be followed as a function of time, by ~ubstraction of the 

theoretical a~killi consumption of :r:eaction J (TAC r ), accor-
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ding to figu~e 27, from the actual one. The result for the 

above experiment is given in figure 28. 

IJ"AC I1 
0.2 

0.1 

5 tiro. Imin.1 10 

Thi~ part can be desc~ibed also by means of a first orde~ ~ate 

equation, as follows from figure 27 (curve II) . 

5.4 THE SELECTrVlTY 

The selectivity of the catalytic oxidation of glucose to glu

conic acid can be ~ffected by 4 unwanted consecutive and pa~ 

rallel reactions, viz.: 

(al glucose non-cat~lytic ... pI;'oducts x1 

(bl glucOSe cata:),ytic 

'" products x2 

(c) gluconic acid non-catalytic .. products x3 

(d) gl.uconic acid catalytic .. products x4 

ad (aJ: 

The non-catalytic oxidation of glucose has been described in 

chapter 4. The ~ate of thi5 reaction is ve~y low under the 

nO+~al e~perimental conditions of the catalytic reaction. The 

rate determining ratiQ (G-'/(G)a is les~ than 0.01 owing to 

the low hydroxyl ion cOncentration, so the maximum non-cata

lytic oxidation rate of glucose d(G)/dt will be less than 

O.01/hour. 'For this reaction TOCe ~ TACe = 2,5, The formation 

of f+uctose can be negl.ected, as proved by gaschromatographiC 

analysis. Th~ catalytic oxid~tion of fructose to 2-keto-gulo

nic acid proceeds slowly under our eKperimental conditions. 
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Old (b): 

Accord ing to the 1 i U:rature survey in table 24, glucos"coha

ric acid can be obtained as a product of the platinum cataly

sed o~~dation of glucose. 

Pt 
- COOl-I' (CHOH) 4 • COOH 

E'or this reaction the theoretical. values of TOCe and TACe are 

re!5pectively 3 and 2 and the ratio TOC/TAe = 1.5. 

ad (c): 

Gluconic acid can react further to arabinose by means of the 

Ruff degradation mechanism (59). 

Owing to this cOnsecutive reaction, TOC can exce€!<;'! the value 

1.00, but TAC is not affected bec«use at the actu«l hydroxyl 

ion concentration carbondj,oxide is a monovalent acid. We found 

experimentally that at 55 °c and [OH] = 0.7 romo~/l, th~s re

action proceeds very Slowly. The initi"l rate d(Ga)/dt, as 

determined by 'roc, i" lower than 0.001 /hour startir<g from « 

gl.uconic acid concentration [Gaol of 100 romo)./l. 

ad (d): 

We invcstiqated the catal.ytic oXid«tion of gluconic ac~d. 

Starting fl'om 100 /TIffiol/l we found "t S5 °C, [OIl] = 0.7 =01/1 

and lcat.102l ,.·1 gr/l an initi<ll rate u(Ga)/dt of about 

O.Ol/hOl,r, at wh~ch the ratio TOC:/,l'AC was abotlt 2.0 to 2.5. 

This carl be explained by the coineid,~ncc of: the abOve m,~n

tioned rcact~on (e) and the oxidation of gluconic «cid to glu

cosaccharic acid, for which TQC/TAC = 2.0. 

DiScussion and conc1usion~: 

The influence of the degradation of gluconic acid (0) on tha 

"e1ectivity can be neglected. The catalytic oxidation of glU

conic "ciu (d) C;ln be neglected too, because its reaction rate 

appears to be very ~ow and, moreover, the l'atio (dTOC/dt)j 

(dTAC/ut) do€!s not increase noticeable during our experiments. 
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Th2 influence of th2 ~eactions (a) and (b) on the selectiv~ty 

Can be expressed as follows: 

wh2n we define, 

-the .educed sta~ting concentration of glucose (<:;lo to be 1.00, 

-th2 fraction of glucose that is non-catalytically oxidi~ed 

to be '"" and 

-the fract~On of glucos2 that is catalytically oxidised to 

glucosaccharic acid to b2 y, 

it can be derived that at the end of the reaction: TACe = 1 + 

1.5x + y, and TOee = 1 + 1.5x + 2y. From the sub$t~tution of 

the results of the model exp2riment, as given in figu.e 25, 

it follows that ~ ~ 0.02 and y ~ 0.07. 

So in this expe~iment the selectivity, Se' defined as 

100(1 - x - y), was 91 %. This value is in good agreement 

with the analytically determined selectivity of about 90 % at 

the end of the reaction, as follows from figu~e 25a. The 

value ~ ~ 0.02 agreed with 212ctrophoretically determined 

concent.ations of arabonic acid, formic acid and so on at the 

end of the catalytic reaction. 

The influence of the various reaction parameters on the selec

tivit~ will be discussed later. 

5.5 AN OVERALL REACTION MODEL 

In order to unde~stand the empirical parallel system, We car

ried out a number of expe.iments, in which we varied the ca

talyst concentration and the starting glucose concentration. 

We determined the finally .eached ~otal alkali consumption 

TACe and the reaction rate Coefficient k~ by means of equa

tion (5-4). The results are represented in the figures 29 and 

30. 

e~perirnental conditions: 

[OHjmmoVl [01]l1lIlIo1/1. cat ... lyst type oode 

0.072 0.75 55 10% pt/c 102 
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(min: 1 ) 
0.20 

(min:' ) 0.,8 ,0 
I 

O.OB o .1~ 
Q .Q7 ,0 

~ O.H 

0.06 0,1 i 

0.06 0.,0 

o .ll4 0.08 

0,03 0_1;16 

0,02 0.04 

0.01 o .Qi 

""1 
;" 

1 1 1 ~ 

O. " 1.0 , .B ,0 ,00 
I 

1 ~o 
1~~t1021 9"/L 

figu.re 29 ; ~o fUrlutlon. or ic~t'Q2J figlAJ::'!3- 30 . lee 
1 I 

The influence of [cat] (0.75 - 1.60 g./l) and [Go] (25 - 125 

romol/l) on TAC e was sm~ll, with ~ tendency to lower values 

of TACo ('" higher selectivity) at lower [Go) "nd higher [cat). 

The val~e of TACe at low cat~lyst concentrations and high 

glucose ooncentrations is not determined, because this would 

last too long and, moreover, the .e$ults would be affected 

too much by non-catalytio parallel reaction~ and catalytio 

consecutive reactions. 

Front figure 29 it follows that at a given gl~cose concentra

tion an absol~te quantity of catalyst is ineffective. 

From other experiments we found that this poisoning effect is 

not caused by possible .eaction products of a non-catalytic 

parallel ox~dation of glucose or a non-catalytic con$ecutive 

reaction of produced gluconic acid, However, a small poison

ing effect is caused by products of a catalytic consec~tive 

reaction of gluconic aOl,d, but tl:1~5 proces proceeds ,.lowl;? 

(reaction IV in the scheme below). This phenomenon has been 

established by experiments in which WE: varied the contact time 

between gluconic acid and cat~lyst, before glucose was added 

to the reactor, Moreover, we obse.ved that the role of reac-

200 
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tion II (G ~ Gs) became less impo~tant at inc~easing contact 

time and that k~ dec~eased at increasin9 starting concentra

tions of gluconic acid. 

In order to explain the observed phenomena, we developed the 

following reaction model. 

poison 
I 
I 
I 

glucose 

The catalyst is con~idered to have two different types of ac

tive sites, viz., 

active centra fo);" ~eaction I (G" Ga) 

active centra for reaction II (G ~ Gs) 

The added glucose contains a given quantity of a compound Po 

which poisons ~I' but not crI and ~rI because even at very low 

cataly~t concentrations the two reactions I and II are still 

p~oceeding. 

The reactions II and III are supposed to be rapid with regard 

to ~eaction I, but the rate of ~eaction II is rapidly dimin

ished owing to a strong adsorption of the produced glucosac

charic aC~d, through which the available free fraction of Q 11 
becomes very low. 

FOr our experiments, the reduction of the activity of the ca

talyst owing to reaction IV can be neglected, because the re

action times are relatively short, 

A schematically representation of the degree of occupation 

either by PO or Gs as a function of time for each type of 

sites is given in figure 31 for var~ous catalyst COncentra

tions, The relation between the above mod~l and the observed 

influenoe of [cat] and [Gol on ~~ will be disou55ed in 5.6. 
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t,imc --_ 

~ occupied by Po 

1.6 9~;:km eat102/1. 

0.8 

0.4 

U-91"lrc)~ Jl. Slc:rhcmatl(;;i),l ~ualitCl.tl"'-€'I ~cprCISl!!I1.t.at1o" Qf the 

dC!'qr~c of O~clJP.ation ~ithl€l;.;' :by Po or Gi:Io o!I:R a fun<::;

t10n of ti~Q., 

5.6 A THEORETICAL KINETIC MODEL 

5.6.1 'rHEORETICAL CQNS!DERATIONS 

Starting f~om the dehydrogenation mechanism of W~~land (~ee 

5.2) we developed the following kinetic model for the platinum 

oatalysed oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid. 

[aj G 
H2O 

G. H2O "" 
[bJ G.H 2O Pt + ... G-1I 2O .+ i, adsorbed on the J.. 

[oj + Pt Ga+ n+ oatalyst (pt) G·U 2O ...... + 2 
$\lr-

[dJ Ga + Pt ... Ga face 

[aJ H+ Pt H2O 2 °2 
• 

~eaction raj is conside~ed to p~ocaed instantaneously and com
plctely due to the g~eat surplus of ~ater. Reaction [e] is 

supposed to be very rapid, $0 that ~eaction [cJ can be consi

dered as an irreversible reaction. The part of the active ca

talyst surface area that is occupied bt Hi i5 negligible 

small. 

As a result o£ these consi~erations, the above system can ~e 

simplified to a non-dissOCiative monomOlecular reaction on 
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the catalyst surface: G'H20 t GOH20+ ~ Ga+ ! Ga, which will 
be generaliz~ to' 

[ 1] 
k1 

x + '" 
1<:_1 

[2] x+ k2 

[3] y+ ~ ===='" + Y 

1<:_3 

According to the theory of Langmuir and Hin$helwooQ, we accep

ted that the heat of adsorption of any compound on the cata

lyst surface is independent Of ~he degree of occupation e of 

the concerning sites and, moreover, X or y can be adsorbed on 

the same sites, 

Subsequently, the following rate equations can be d~ived; 

(5-5) 

(5-6 ) 

( I<:oe - k 3[Y] (1-e -9 »)'[0 ] »y - xy a (5-7) 

in which, 

~'x fraction of the number of active sites which is occu~ 

pied by X 

ey fraction of the number of aotive sites which is OOcu-

pied by Y 

[oa] : number of active sites per liter 

The accumulation of X and/or Y On the platinum surface can be 

neglected, because from the platinum surface area, as deter

m~ned by hydrogen titration (chapter 5), it follows that at 
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most 0.5 mmol of a compound can be adsorbed per g~am catalyst 

(assuming tha.t 1 hydrogen atom cOI:":cesponds with 1 molecule of 

a compo~nd), Consequently, at any moment t > 0 follows 

r1 = r 2 = r 3 , Elimination of ex and 8y ~ cornb~nation of the 

equations above, leads to 

-~ 
dt (k1k2+k1k~) (Xl + (k_1k_3 +k 2k_3 ) [YJ+ (k_1k3+k2k3) 

(5-8 ) 

By grouping of the constant reaction I:"ate coefficients and 

",ubstltution of (X) '" [XJ/[XoJ, it foUow!; that 

_ d(XJ 
dt 

($-9) 

By mean", of the general fOl;mula of a Langmuir-Hinshelwood 

isotherm (9 i = ki[iJ/ki[i]+k_i ), it can be derivea that: 

(a) at a rather strong adsorption of both X and Y: 

(;4 « (c 2 [Xl + c 3 [yJ), and 

(bJ when y is more strongly adsorbed then X ; c 3 > c 2 , 

Equation (5-9) can be translated for reaction I (G + Ga), res

pectively for reaction II (G ~ Gs). 

(
o.T"'C I ) = _ (d (G)) 
~ dt I 

1 (<;l:'l'ACn ) = _ (d(G») 
'2 dt dt II 

Conform our overall reaction model. (see 5.5), the number of 

active sites per l~ ter for the two reactions can be written as 

(5-12) 
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(5-13) 

in which, 

Ncr! number of sites of type O"r per gram catalyst 

N • 
o-I number Of sites o£ type (J. 

I per gram catalyst 

No-II' number of sites of type (JII per gram catalyst 

f1 romol Po per romol Go 

f2 number of sites (>1 what can be poisoned loy 1 mmol PO 

(e.g, the number of Avogadro) 

Starting from the above equations, the o~served expe.imental 

phenomena can be explained by means of the following supposi

tions. 

~G, Ga, and Gs a.e strongly adsorbed on the catalyst surface, 

consequently C41 and C4II can be neglected, 

-the adsorption energies of G and Ga are the same, soC2I=C3I , 

-Gs is 1110.e stron~ly adsorbed on all than G, so C3I1 ~> C2II , 

First, reaotion II will be considered, After the substitution 

of G = (G) [Gol and Gs = (Ge) [Gol and the introduction of 
new constants, equation (5-11) can be simplified to 

.1. (d'rAC II ) '" _ (d (G) ) _ d (Gsl 
2 dt at II -~ 

in which: 

All m (C1II·NoII,[catl)/(C2II'[GoJ) 

En C3II/C2II 

Furthermore it is defined: k~I 
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F;J;"orn the stochiometry of the reaction follows (G) = 1. 00 ~ (Gs) 

and TAC
I

! = 2(Gs) so equation (5-14) oan be integrated, whioh 

leads to 

TAC11 Brr In (1 _ TAC n )= t 
~ - AIl 2 

(5-15) 

The val1,le of lI:ufor the model experiment of figm:e 25 could bG: 

determined by means of fiyure ~a and ~1,lation (5-14) 

(t " 0 ; (G) '" 1.00 (Ge) = 0) • 

AII:;;O.05/rnin. for [Gol " 100 rnrnoJ./l, [ca1:: 102 1=1 gril, T=5SoC, 

(01-1] '" 0 .07" 

After substitution of T~CII=O.1D at t = 1.5 min. (figure 28), 

follows Blr :;; 60, which is in agreement with our suppo5ition 

that C3I1 >, C
2II

. In figure 32 a comparison is given between 

the exper;i.mental data of figure 28 and the calcl,llated relation 

of TAC rr llgainst time according to equation (5-15) (Ar1",0.05, 

B II=60) . 

~ACII 

Q. Z --- ...... -- -- ....... .------

0.1 

~ 

o:;.x.Y'i!l~;I,m.;,nt.l'al 

(;.ale-lJl8.t~(1 

10 
tlm-e (ml,n T ) 

f igure 3~ 

For 1::he unde;J;"standing of reaction I, 

simplified by the introduction of C4r 
[Gal = (ca)' [Gal. 

in which: 

AI C1r (oarl/CZr[Gol 

8 r C3r /c2r 

equation (5-10) can be 

= 0, tGl = (G)' [Gol ,and 

(5-16) 
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Eq~ation (5-16) can be inte~preted as a pur~ £irst order rate 

equation by the supposition that Br .. C
3I

/CZ1 =' 1,whlch means 

a~tually that the aQ5o.pt~on ene.g~es of G and Ga are the 

same.From the stochiometry 6f the reaction follows ll«(;)=-t,d~.k 

so (G) + (Ga) is oonstant. cons~quently, equation (5-16) ~an 

be written in the same fo~ as we found empirically (see 5.4) 

(5-1 ) 

~n wh~oh, 

k~ .. kI[oaI 1 .. Ar/(G)+(Ga) 

The solution o£ (5-1) is given by (5-2) and (5-3) and is ~e

presented in figure 27 (curve I) for the model experiment: it 

follows k~ • O.03/min. 

5.6.2 DISCUSSION 

The empirical reaction model: 

The relative .ate of the glucose conve.sion as a function of 

the relative glucose concent.ation is represented in figur~ 

33. (d(G)/dt)r and (d(G)/dt)II hav~ been calculated by means 

of equations (5-16) and (5-14) for k~ = 0.03, Air = 0.05 and 

BII = 60. 

when we define the selectivity S 

be derived that 

(G) 

s J 
(d(G)/dtl I 

(d(G)/dtl
I 

+ (d(G)!dtl
II 

. diG) 

1 .0 

(Ga) t it can 

(5-17) 

The ~esolution of (5-17) for the model experiment is given in 

figure 34, t0gethe~ with the experimental data. The dotted 

lines represent the adjusted curves of the empirical rnod~l 

(5.3) • 
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Imin. ) 
0.05· 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

'-0 

rtqurc :D 

d{G)) 
;;::at I 

O. B 0.6 0.4 D. ~ 

(::Cl.l(:~LltJ,t"('l v.l.luc!l of d(GJ/~l ~~ a 

f\.lB~t iOI~ or (C".}_ 

From figure 34 it follows 

F;>roveo. by the supposition 

converted via two parallel 

per cent, to a ultimately 
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'-0 0.6 0.4 0.2 

(e;) 

!l9'ure 34 

the calculated rr:lat.l.on lJ~tweQn 1';A.C r {Gal 

ojI,l'l.(i (G) - {III J! e:x:p~ri[,"u~r'ltb.l t'I.!I.t:'.~. 

(---):. ad.justed 'Jury'.:' or t.bt) (o.:MV1~lc.al 

mOdel. 

that the empiric"l model can !;Ie im-

that 9S per cent. of the glucose is 

reactions with a selec::tivity of 95 
relative gluconiC:: acid concentra-

tion of 0.9. However, the consequence of this slight adjust

ment on the determination of k~ aF;>peared to be negligible, 

The influence of the catalyst concentration 

Figure 35 represents the influence of the catalyst concentra

tion on k~ and k~I' which can be derived from the definition 

of resF;>ectively AI and All' 

The selectivi'ty at the end of the reaction Se can be calcula

ted by means of the procedure as given in figures 33 and 34: 

with various values of k~ and k~I' depen<;l.;i.t'lg on the catalyst 

concentration according to figure 35, The result is given in 

figure 36, from which it follows that the selectivity is al~ 

most indeF;>endent (,f [cat] at higher catalyst concentrations, 

This lS in a.greement with the experimental results, 
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k 

0.05 

0---.- 1.0 1.6 
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figur~ ]5 the influenc~ of th~ oataly!Jt concentration 

on the rC.5ctll;m r~tc cQef~ i-;:,;1,~nt;:.a. 

f.O 1-6 

"II 

"I 

.~ 

Icatl0~1 ~r/l. 

~ rt, 

1 
~O· 

.~. 

figure 36 th~ cl!.1c;u15ted Helectivity ~t the end of 

~h-0 1it;a;l.~1;.1Qll. ~!'l ;l,. ~1,Ir.1I::'t;.;!,Q:n. Q~ [~.;l,t;.l. 

C:1rrril~II 
C2II~100 

(:1 I "'~aI 

~ 

en .Nai 
c;:roo 

• ~.1 

The influence of th$ ~ta.ting glucose concentration 

- o .O~ 

- 0.0 2S 

• 0.013 

According to the definition of All' k~I is inversely propor

tional with [Gol. ~he analogeous relation between k~ and [Gol 

is co~pl~cated by the poisoning of or which depends on (Gol 

too. 

};o 
r 

1 
D t~ol {Nor[cat l - f1f2[Go l + Ncrj[cat l } 

(5-1 B) 
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For the model experiment [cat] = 1,0 gr/l., so equation (5-18) 

can be quantified by means of the resulting ratios of figure 

35. 

1 . {2 ij _ 0.4x2,B .[G 1 + 1 J 
~ • 100 0 'j (5-19) 

Only or is poisoned by glucose. so 

(5-20) 

Figu.e 37 illustrates the agreement between the experimental 

and calculated relation between k~ and [Gol. 

The selectivity at the end of the reaction Se can be calcula

ted by means of the procedure as given in figures 33 and 34: 

wj.th varioul; values of k~ and k~I' depending on [Gal accor

ding to figure 37 curve k~ respectively k~I' The result is 

given by curve Se' from which follows that the selectiv~ty 

slightly increases at decreasing [Gel, This is in agreement 

with experimental results. 

0.1 a a.90 

+-------.-------y�------~I----·--_,------~0.B5 
50 HlQ 1;'-0 200 250 

1<\,1 mmol/L 

figure 37 compar-i50n b~tW'~~r'l. th~ .:;,alclIlatt3d r.£!llijtlon of k~ v:::;.IGQJ 

and experimental rc:::;ult~. ~c-). 

\..1)(.- C."IJ-c\.l.l')'ti.{!:oO 6(:1.;:Ct;!,V.1ty .!It the end of the reaction SR!; 

I:'. £U/I¢tiOIl of ldol. 
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The influence of a starting concentration of gluconic acid 

Conform the above theory (equation 5-10), k~ has to Qe depen

dent on a starting concentration of gluconic acid. we esta

blished this theoretical expectation by some experiments in 

which va~iOu5 quantities of gluconic acid were added to the 

reactor, just before the reaction was started by addition of 

glucose. We found a linear relation between 1/k~ and (Gao)' 

according to equation (5-16), whioh had been adjusted for the 

above exper.inIents by the introduction of (Gao) (aI = 1). 

d(G) 
-d't (5-21 ) 

(5-22) 

From an other experiment, in whioh the glucose concentration 

was kept constant during the ~eactio~ we found again a linear 

relation between the reaction rate dTAC/dt and the gluconic 

acid concentration, 

5,6.3 CQNCLU SIONS 

The oxidation of glucose on the investigated platinum on car

bon catalyst can be described as a parallel system of two 

non-dissociative monomolecUlar reactionS on two different 

types of active sites.The kinetics of the main reaction (glu

cose + gluconic acid) can be represented by a first order 

rate equation, in which the inverse reaction rate coefficient 

is a linear function of the actual total glucose and gluconic 

ac~d CO~¢S~trat~on. ~he ~~itial rats of the ~~de rSaction ra

pidly diminishes, b2CaU$2 the concerned active sites are de

activated owing to a strong adsorption of the reaction pro

du~t (most probably glucosaccharic acid). 

The added glucose contains a poison, which oan de-activate 

only a given pa~t of the active sites fo~ the main reaction. 
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5.7 THE INFLUENCE OF THE HYDROXyL lON CONCENTRATION 

To investigat~ th~ influenc~ of LOE] on the overall reaction, 

we carried out the following experiments. 

experimental conditions 

55 

LOllJ 

romol/l 

0.0072-7.2 0.75 100 

'['he results a};"e given in figure 38. 

catalyst 

type 

10% pt/C 102 

1.0~------------------------~-----------------~ 

--,---------r, " ... --------1 
~o ~H 5~,.c"c.:: " 

Cl. Q7 ~ 0.7' lOHi romO"!" 7.2 

0.09 

0.06 

cone. 

gr/l 

0.5 

The influence of [OH] on k~ is probably related to the disso

ciation constants pKG and pKGa of respectively glucose and 

gluconio acid ,possibly combined with an aotivat.ion by hydroxyl 

ions of the )?t/c catalyst for surface oxidation reactions (163). 

The 10'>'0 of selectivity wa'> chiefly cal,lsed by an inc);easin9 

influence of reaction II (G + Gs) on the total reaction. Over 

a hydroxyl ion concentration of 7.2 romol/l (pHS50C = 11), the 

role of the non-catalytic oxidative degradation of gluCose 

(chapter 4) became more important at the actual Icat). 

This effect can be surpressed by the ".\,-se of higher catalyst 

conceJ1tratior.s. 
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5.8 TBE INFLUENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE 

The influence of the temperature on k~ is represented in fi

gl,u:e 39. 

experimental conditions: 

25-60 

[OIl] 

romol/1 

0.072 

0,1 

0.05 

kO 
I 

(min:- 1 ) 

0.02 

0.01 

O. ODS 

0.75 

~~ 

./, 

100 

5~ ~5 

catalyst 

type 

10% Pt/C 

3~ 
2!; DC 

I 

o.oo~4---------------------------~t--1 

:figure :)g k~ a:J a functJ.on of ¥ 

conc. 

code gl:Jl 

102 

From e~gure 3~ ~t follow$ that ~~ increased by a factor 4 p~r 
10°C. The $electivity Se increa~ed at d~cr~a~ing temperature 

(30 DC + S = 0.95). 
~ 
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5. 9 THE INFLUENCE OF THE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN THE 

LIQU LD PHASE 

We investigated the influence of [0Il by a serie of expe;r-iment,. 

with various oxygen pressures from 0.2 to 20 ~tmospheres in a 

stainless steel reactor, We found that both the selectivity 

and the reaction rate were scarcely atfected by the oxygen 

pre",sure,with a decJ:'easing tendency of 5e and a weak inc;r-ease 

of k~ at higher P02' The relation between k~ and P02 over the 

range 0.2 to 2 atm. can be expressed by' k~ = £[01JO.2 -0.3. 

This smaJ.l effect is in agreement with our supposition that 

the degree of occupation of the active sites by hydrogen is 

relat:i.vely sInal!. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE CAtALYST 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter our experiences concerning the preparation of 

platinum on support catalysts are r~ported. Some relations 

between eatalyst properties and catalytic activity are dis

c~55ec. The Catalytic activity will be expressed by means of 

an activity coefficient -a- which is defined acoording to the 

equation 

(TAC -TAe) e (see equation (5-4)) 

an~ which is determined under normalised experimental conci

tions as given below. 

T [Oa] [°1] [Gol [cat) 

°c =01/1 romol/l mmol/l gram/l 

55 0.72 0.6-0.8 100 1.0 

(pH=9) 

6.2 METHODS OF PREPARATION 

We investigate~ two methods for the preparation of supported 

catalysts. 

(I) 1 gram of chloroplatinuxnacid H2PtCl,6H 20 was solved in 

40 ml of water and a calculated quantity of powdered 

support was ad~ed. The two phases were mixed by means of 

an air stream in a special designed glass reactor, which 

is $Chem~tically represented in figure 40. 

The adsorption of ~e chloroplatinum acid on the support 

was carried out at 50 °c and was continued till the ori

gi~ally yellow solution became colourless. For the re-
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duction of th,;, platinum co[(,plex, the temperature wa.s 
o 

raised to SO C and "'3 gram NaHC03 was ,,<;l.ded (pU='S.1), 

after which, under vigorously mixing, 2.75 ml of a 15 M 

for.m"ldehyde solution was added drop-wise. The mixture 

was kept for 2 hour.s ~t BO °e. Subsequently the excess 

of liqu;io w<>!; removed and the c~t~lyEit was washed 5 t.imes 

with water and finally v"cuum dried at 50 °e. 

pHI air IStream 

TIC 

th~r.mo!:;tate 

(lI) The adsorption step of method II is equa.l to that of 

method I. Aft,;,r complete adsorption (colourless soluti~ 

the liquid phase was complet,;,ly removed by vacuum eva~ 

poration at 50 °C. Subsequently the remaining powder was 

"ut ;i,n a fluid bed reactor in which the adsorbed platinum 

complex was reduced with hydrogen. (We investigated the 

influence of the reduction time and -temperature.) 

DUring the warming up "eriod, nitrogen p<>ssed through 

the reactor. When th,;, desired temperature was reached, 

the nitrogen was reI;llaoed by hydrogen, After the reduc

tion time, the oatalyst was cooled under nitrogen ano 

finally washed 5 times with water in order to remove 

formed hydrochloric acid, 

The influ<,nae of the re<;l.uation time and -temperature on 

the resulting platifll,l1t1 surface appeared to be rather com-
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pLex as ~s illustrated in figure 42 for a 5 % 

on ~Al203 catalyst (code number 116 table 25). 

tinurn surface area was measured as described in 

20 40 60 so 100 120 100 100 300 

ri;2:duct1on t1.mc r.tin_ 

platin\;U'\'\ 

The );>la-

6.3.2. 

400 

'f.iiju.rc -42 ~ the 1nilucncc of rcd.uction time ;,:nd tcmE)..-::rat!,lrt;:: Qn t;.h~ V;!,.;Itj,nWTI. ~urtacc arc~ 

(5 ,"Pt/Al:;:OJ cat.l'lum.be.t' ~16~ta.bl~ :t:5) 

It is reasonable to suppose that two mechanisms act si

multaneously, viz. (a) reduction of the platinum complex 

clusters and (b) migration of reduced platinum clusters 

to larger cristallites. resulting in a lower spec~f~c 

surfaoe area. 
TO explain the curve of figure 42-a 

must be supposed to be faster than 

hoth at 100 and 300 °e. 

the migration rate 

the reduction rate 

6.3 DETERMINATION OF CATALYTIC PROPERTIES 

~.J .1 SP~CIFIC SURFAC~ AREA 

The speoifio surfaoe. expressed as the totaL area ~n m2 per 

gram catalyst. was determined by means of an areameter 

(Strohlein) according to the nitrogen adsorption method of 

Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (157). 
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6.3,2 ?LATINUM PERCENTAGE 

The actual platinum percentage was determined spectrofotome

trically by means of the following lTIethoCi. (158) 

A quantity of catalyst, corresponding to about 10 mgplatinum, 
was put into 400 ml wate:t" and 250 ml concentrated tlel/RN03 
(volume ratio 3 to 1). The liquid was slowly evapo:t"ated. This 
prOCed\lre was :t"ep€;'.;>. ted with 100 ml HCl/HNO~, ilnd three times 
with 10 ml concentrated aCl. '1'he residue was solved in 20 ml 
2N He),. After. heating and f,iltration, the obtained clear yel
low solution was put into a 100 ml flask and treated with 10 
ml concentrated HC~ and 20 ml of a SnC12 solution (23 gram 
SnC12.2H20 in 35 ml concentrated tlCl and 65 ml. w.;>.ter). This 
mixture was f~lled up to 100 ml and allowed to stand half an 
hour. The extinction at 490 wof the formed red-brown platinum 
tin complex could be related to the platinum percentage of 
the catalyst by means of .;>. st.;>.ndard curve. 

6.3.3 PLATINUM SURFACE AREA 

In order to determine the platinum metal surf.;>.ce area, we 

used a simplified variant of the titration method of Benson 

and Boud.;>.rt (159) consisting of the select~ve irreversible 

hydrogen adsorption on a surface platinum oxide according to 

the 5toechiometric equation. 

and with the assumptions that (a) the hydrogen ~s only chemi

sorbed on the pJ.;>.tinum but not on the suppor.t material and 

(b) that just a monolayer coverage is re~ched. For a disclls

.. ion of thes", assumptions see spenadel and Boudart (160). l\ 

schelnatieal representation of the apparatus used i9 given in 

figure 43. 

llxper irnent.;>.l pr(,oedure: 

The whole procedure was card,ed out at room temperature and 

at a pressure of about 1 to 1.5 atmosphere. 

About 1 gram catalyst was put into the reaotortube and the 

phySically adsorb",d. oxygen was stripped from the catalyst sur-
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face by m@ans of a pure argon stream. This was continued till 

the oxygen output signal from the katharometer was zero. 

Subsequently, by means of an B-way valve, a known quantity of 

hydrogen was dosed to the input argon stream. This was perio

dically repeated untill the hydrogen signal from the katharo

meter was constant. The total quantity of non-adsorbed hydro

gen could be calculated from the total peak area by means of 

internal normali~ation. From the difference with the total 

hydrogen 

quantity 

input (number of pulses x volume per pulse), the 

of adsorbed hydrogen in ml per gram catalyst could 

be derived. 

I···,"i 
---8 

fi~Ill"~ 4]:; tqv.lpmel'l.t fOr hydToe~n .n.d:;orption 

In order to tr'u)'slate the hydrogen adsorption data (h '" ml H21 

gram cat.) into platinum surface areas (p.s.a ~ m2 pt/gram 

cat.), we £ollowed the assumption that the average density of 

exposed sites is 1.12 • 1015 sites/cm2 , conform the calcula

tions of Spenadel et al. (503). The factor 213 follows from 

the stochiornetry of the titration. 

I?s.a 
(h/22.4) • 10-3 • 6.02 • 10 23 . (2/3) 

1.12 . 1015 . 104 

p.s.a'" 1.6 x h 

In order to check this relation we determined for platinum 
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black both thc hydrogen ~dsotption h and the tot~l specific 

surface by the BET method. h = 7,12 ml H2/gt~m pt, So p.s.a = 

11.~ m
2 

Pt/gram Pt black. For the BET specific surface area 

w~ found 14 m2/gram, so our assumption of monolayer coverage 

appears to be reasonably correct, (11.5/14 = 0.85) 

The hydrogen ~dsorption for carbon itself appeared to be zero, 

in contrast with YAlZ03 and 5i02 , For thS$S lattet two sup

ports we calculated the platinum surface area from the diffe

rence jn adsorption between the pure support and the platinum 

containing material. 

6.3.4 pLA'l'INUM DISPERSION 

As a measure of platinum dispersion it can be defined; 

D number of platinum surface atoms titrated by hydrogen 
number of platinum atom", in the 5<ITI1ple 

For the above pl~tinum bl.ac)<; we found 

D 

6.3,5 

(h/22.4) .10- 3 • 6.02 ' 10 23 , (2/.3) 

(1/196) . 6.02 . 10 23 

AVERAGE HATlNUM CRISTALLI'l'E SUE 

0.04 

Assuming that the platinum cristallites are cubes with five 

exposed faces and with an edge of n platinum atoms, it can be 

derived th~t the number of platinum atoms on the e",posed $U;C-

face of a cristallite is given by 

From this it follow" thOlt 

D 



At ~ given diQpe~sion, n Can be determined from fig~~e 44, in 

whioh D is plotted as a funotion of n. 

1.0 

D \ 
\ 
~ 
~ 

---- t---
10 20 SO 100 200 500 1000 

!,1.ql"l':-C;:: 44 : rcl~tlon ootW€Jen dU:p€f1'8iOn and cr iBta.lllt.e z!llze. 

6.3.6 PARTICLE SIZE 

For both the oxidation reaction and the hydrogen adsorption 

me~surements we used powdered catalysts with a miorosoopioal

ly dete~ined part~cle si~e of 10 to 50 ~. 

6.4 SURVEY OF INVESTIGATED CA~ALYSTS AND RESULTS 

A survey of the investigated catalysts and their properties 

is given in tabl~ 25. 

6,5 DISCUSSION 

The relation between the catalytic activity and the platinum 

surface area iQ represented in figure 45. 

For platinum on carbon catalysts it follows that above a cer

tain minimum surface area (p,s.a)o' the catalytic activity 

is roughly proportional to the platinum surface area.(p.s.a)o 



table 25 , sLln'ey of in'lestiqat-ed cata;lysts <'I:!ld reSl.:.itii, 

p'!'ep. sp-€cifH:: sp€.::::ifiC" Pt spec. ,:,v-e:ra.g'i! .;;at.alyi:ic 
code s.uppor t na ter ia1 • pt 

ITtetl:JOO a:r~.::. (B8T) Pt area ar.::a dis~:::-8iQr.. cr i 5:::' <:I 1 
.:IctLvity 

shoE' 

llII m:i! /9r ,.::::at. ~2?t/g-r-. mZ!'t}gr. c· f1/[lJi['J)'10"' 

cat, Pt .. 
10~ Pt blac:':; [Dr'r'fhoOl.::t) I~O 1-L{I 1 "i.S 11.5 0.0. 115 SO 

101 .;:-a~:::.::m (JO::u.so['J M.a ttlle:r') 5.0 

1 

10LS 200 1.0 1 1]0 

,02 o:::ad:on ibid, 10.0 21::'.0 100 O. J 290 

t03 ca;::-bca Wm:it p,,~ '.' 1 :;:".0 170 1,0 100 

'04 c::.aj::'bon mori'=- JUF~ 4 .• 11.0 1~0 0.9 BO 
1 G5 charC"c-.:.l CNariU 1 .• ~ .0 39 0.1 ~6 

106 (N~ril:. ::o:1l 9,1 190 15~ 
... 

carbon aoout 17.5 o. ] ..., 
117 i::':i.4. 7.1 

TO'" 
13.5 t9~ O. ] ]0 0 

1IB ibid. 6.5 13.2 20~ 0.7 60 

109 ibid. 5.a 11,5 200 O. ] 50 

111 ibid, 5.0 ·U.5 210 1.0 100 

111 Ib.d, l.a 7.0 185 0.7 

"2 IbU. , .5 4.a 320 ,., 
n3 c-RLbon {Not:"it &:<1 ~ '.0 II 400 Bo " .2 25 10 

114 ... alumina [Joi:mSoO['J M-a tt...'ite.,.) 1~ .0 4.5 !5 0.1 3ij 20 

115 ... a1un.ir ..... (D"J.?O['Jt 13i!1ymal> 5.0 II 21> 3.0 60 ~ .. 21 60 

llG ... a1unina [:<et:)-e:r.. 0-003 E~ .5 .0 II 250 0.2 "! .J H '5 

111 , allm1na [ Ibid. S. 150 LO <0 0.1 32 

lIB 810;;:: (Dupont LlJdcx BS'~~ , . , .J 30 O. , 50 <, 
11~ BaS0

4 
(Brccades S96] .. 0.8 1B O.O~ 85 

relDi!irks , mett:.od of pr1O:p<:'IJ:<:L tio-f'~ I.mkr..c-wr... 

t:"eductior.. cor.di ti-oLl$ -of P1E'ti:1oo II~ t • 11} fLin. T = 300 0.;:: 
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(mln~1 ) 
o"o:n------~~------__, 

¢lIt!Llyt1c 

aetiv!ty a 
a 

.d 115 

<!I 01 

.10 

.. 1 Q1 
,,10S 

10 1 S >0 

plat.1.num. ~urr~~~ ~~<!Ii!II rni l"Jr. c~t.. 

r.t!)~re 450 catalytiC" b.~til,rity ~ ver!iUS platinum 

iEl'l.ltf6'i!ie are.a p.~_~. 

may be caused by platinum, which can be titrated with hydro

gen b~t which cannot be reached by the g~eate~ glucose mole

cules. Carbon contains a great number of pores of 6 to 10 R 
as grooves between g~aphite layers. Moreover, it is known 

from the previous chapter that the added glucose contains a 

poison, which will oCCUpy a given platinum surface area. 

On the other hand, in practice, carbon is .;U1 effective support 

material owing to 

(a) the much greater specific s~rface area with regard to the 

other suppOrts st~died. At a given dispersion a much grea

ter carbon area is available for ad$orpt~on of oxygen. 

(b) an acidic surface structure of the carbon, which favours 

the bounding of noble metals and consequently leads to a 

high platinum dispersion. Moreover, an acidic catalyst 

surface favours the desorption of acidic glucose and gl~

conic acid molecules. 
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The spread of the plotted data may be the ~esult of differen

ces in activity of platinum cristallites with the same plati

num surf.ace area (162), but can also be caused by variations 

in the distr~but~On of the platin~ over the ~ifferent pore 

sizes of the support. As a result of this last argument, the 

degree of poisoning may vary too, depending on the accessibi

lity of the active surface. 

:I'he method Of preparation via the wet re<;l.uc::tion with formal

dehyde gives the best ~esults. This is in agreement with the 

experience of Heyns (137). The less attractive results of me

thod II may be caused by the junction of platinum cristallites 

9Ue to the high reduction temperature. 

Par further catalyst development, attention has to be paid to 

the selectivity. The influence of preparation methods on the 

distribution of the total nW11her of sites over the different 

types or' 0i' 0rl has to be investigated. 

on the required purity of the product, the 

Nor + NoII ) has to be optimised. 

In fact, depending 

ratio (Nor)!(No1 + 
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CHAPTER 7 

A TRICKLE BED REACTOR SYSTEM 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Finally we started explorat~ve e~perim~nts in a trickle bed 

reactor system. A trickle b~d reactor consists of a fixed ca

talyst bed, th.o~gh which a liquid phase moves in a thin film 

down the granular catalyst, while a gas pass~s through the 

fre~ spaces in concurrent flow w~th the liq~i~ so as to avoid 

flooding of the liquid and/or the catalyst. Advantag~s of a 

trickle bed are: 

- the catalyst need not be separated from the liquid phase at 

tne end of the reaction; 

- the catalyst is not damaged by mechanical agitation; 

- the thickness of the liquid film covering the catalyst sur-

face is small, whereas the area of the film is large. This 

ensures rapid diffusion of gas to the catalyst surface and 

eliminates diffusion limitation; 

- a TBR can be described as a cascade of continuously stirred 

tank reactors. 

The natural distribution of the liquid phase over the catalyst 

may cause a non-uniform wetting of the catalyst and a wall 

flow effect. These drawbacks can to a given extent be elimi

nated by proper design of the reactor. 

7.2 FLOW SHEET 

A diagrammatic re~resentation of the t.ickle bed reactor sys

tem used is given in figure 46. 
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nlJur~ 46 ~ flow !;che[C\e of th.~ COl'l.tl1"1.UOU8 trlCio:t~ hcd 

rea.ctor ~y!Jtem. 

List of symbols to figu~e 46 

A 

13 

C 

D 

E + F 

G 

H 

J 

PI 

PIC 
FI 

trickle bed re~otor 

preheater 

gas cooler 

supply buffer of an alk~line glucose solution 

OXygen supply buffer 

gas Circulation pump 

liqUid supply pump 

powering :.:eh.is 

pressure indicator 

preSsure indicator and controller 

flow indicator 
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7.3 EXpLORATIVE EXpERIMENTS 

7.3.1 THE CATALYST 

As a support material we used irregular granular carbon (Norit 

PK 10x30) with a p~.tiele size ~i~t.ibution of 1.4 to 2.4 rom. 
The carbon had been coated with 5 per cent. by weight of pla

tinum by means of method I from the previous chapter (6.2). 

7.3.2 HOLD-tiP AND AVERAGE RESIDENCE TIME 

The hold-up of the reactor has been measured as a function of 

liquid and 9as load. After a stationary state was reached at 

a certain level of gas and liquid flows, the liquid flow was 
stopped an~ the reactor p~rged with ~n air flow of 60 llh du

ring 10 minutes. The liquid drain during this period was ta~ 

ken as the reactor hold-up. Division of this value by the li

quid flow in the corresponding stationary stage gave the av

erage residence time !. 

The results of these determinations are listed in the follow

ing table. 

table 26, average residence times in the TBR (sec.) at a 

catalyst bed height of 10 em. 

~ 
0g 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

0 z 75 225 

285 132 

267 127 

256 122 

24~ 119 

244 117 

240 115 

0 t ~ liqUid flow in mllh 

~g gas flow in llh 

450 

108 

101 

96 

92 

88 

-
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From d~termin~tions of the average re5idehce tim~ as a func

tion uf the catalyst bed heignt (h), we found the following 

relation 

(7-1 ) 

0 1 = ;1:25 ml/h; ¢ g = 40 l/h; bed heights varying from 1 to 10 cm. 

7,3,.3 NUMBER OF ~QUIVALENT IDEAL MIXING STAGES 

To evaluate the degree of. mixing in the reactor, pulses of a 

sa·t.urated lCCL ';;Qlution were added to the liquid feed flow. 

The variations in conductivity of the outflowing liquid were 

measured, TO prevent adsorption of RCJ .• on the catalyst, the 

latte1: waS rcplaced by irregUlar glas!3 pieces of 1.4 to 2.4 mm. 

From these observations wc calculated the nllI1ll;lE>r of equiva-

~tage8 using the method 

der Laan (165). For a bed 

for finite tube,;; 

height of 10 em 

len t ideal mixi.ng 

doseri.bed by van 

and ¢l = 225 ml/h we found tho following relation with 0g • 

table 27 

7.3.4 

nwnber of equivalent ideal mixi.ng stages as a 

function of 0
g

• 

0g 
Nwnber of 

ideal mix;i.ng 
1/h stages 

15 6.10 

30 6.32 

45 6.60 
60 6,85 

CATALYTIC EXPERIMENTS 

experimental oonditions; 

T f!!g h [Gil [OHil 

bed gas bed glucose input hydroxyl ion 

temp. flow height ooncentrat;i.on input con~. 

°c 1/h em romol/1 mmo 11 1 

50 GO 6 50 50 
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We oarried out an experiment, whi~h has been oontinued for 

100 hours. The reaction rate, mea$ured ~s the oxygen con~~p

tion rate,was oon$tant during the experiment, with a constant 

gluoose conversion of 70 per cent. and a selectivity towards 

gluconic acid of about 90 per cent, No platinum had been de

tected in the reaction product. 

However, during the first eight hours, the oxygen oonsumption 

rate was about 15 times higher than during the next 92 hours. 

After these first eight hours, about 20 gramrnes of glucose 

had passed the 11 grarnmes of oatalY$t, This phenomenon is 

probably related to reaction 11 of the previous chapter 

(G ... Gs), for which also about 2 grammes of gluoose per gramme 

catalyst was involved. 

After the above exper~ent we investigated the influenoe of 

the liquid flow on the oxygen uptake rate at a constant gas 

flow of 60 l/h. The results are listed in table 28. 

ta.ble 28 the oxygen uptake rate versus the liquid flow 

liqUid flow 

S!i t 

ml/h 

80 

165 

205 

305 

390 

475 

575 

675 

oxygen uptake 

rate 

matom/h 

3.90 

7.36 

10.74 
14,70 

18.96 

19.80 
20.6 

21.6 

matom 02 Immol G 

0.9B 

0.90 

1,05 

0.97 

0.9B 
0,83 

0.72 

0,64 

From the above ta.ble it follows that the glucose oonver$ion 

is almost constant till a liqUid flow of abOUt 400 ml/h. Aho-
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ve this value the conversion decreases, which rn~ght be the 

re~ult of, 

(a) limitation of catalyst activity, and/or 

(b) a partial channeling effect on the liquid flow, caused by 

a non-uniform dist~ibution of the ga~ and liquid load 

over the cross-section of the catalyst bed. At increasing 

liquid flow the actual porosity of the catalyst bed de

creases owing to a higher liquid hold-up. The decrease ot 
the conversion wa~ not caused by transport limitation. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

[iJ 

[iol 
(;i.l 

(i)e 

(i)m 
i+ 

¢on¢ent~ation of i 

concentration of i at t = 0 

~elative concentration [iJ/[HoJ 

value of (1) at the end of the ~eaction 

maximum value of (1) 

compound i, adsorbed on an aotive oata

lyst site 

AC FO + GO + Gy + Er + Ar 

Ar arabonic acid 

C carbonic aCid, constant 

cat catalyst 

D dispersion 

E pseudo activation energy 

Ei- , enolate ion 
,J 

i number of carbon atoms 

j = position of double bond between 

carbon atom j and j+1 

enolate ions, whioh belong to class n 

relative concentration of the enolate ions 

of class n, which have been formed f~om 

class n-1 enolate ions by break 

~elative concentration cf the enolate ions 

of class n, whioh have been formed from 

class n-1 enolate ions by double bond 

shift 

EP combination of an enolate and pe~oxide ion 

Er erythronic acid 

F fruotose 

Fo formic acid 

FoA formaldehyde 

romol/l 

mmol/l 

rnmol/rnmo1 

kcal/mol 

f, mmol poison per romol added glucose mmol/mmol 

f2 number of sites catalyst what can be poi-

soned by 1 mmol Po 1!mmol 
G glucose 

aG a-glucose 

aG S-glucose 
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glucose input concentration in ~t 

Ga gluconic acid 

GO glycolic acid 

GoA glycolaldehyde 

Gs glucosaccharic acid 

Gy glycerinic acid 

GyA glyceraldehyde 

II hexose 

(fi)a analytically dete~mined relative concen

tration of B (chapter 4) 

(H)a = (fi) (chapter 5) 

mmol/l 

h <::atalyst bed height em 

h 

K 

hydrogen uptake per gramme catalyst 

dissociation constant 

Ke (E-)/E~1) 
relative total enolate ion concentration/ 

relati ve concentration of E'61 

k reaction rate constant 

Ma mannose 

n number of Pt atoms on an edge of a cubic 

Ft cristallite (<::hapter 6) 

Ncr 

[Ofi1 

LOHiJ 

(°1 1 
[Oil 

indi<::ation of enolate ion class (chapter 4) 

number of sites a per gramme <::atalyst 

hydroxyl ion concentration 

hydroxyl ion input concentration in 0~ 

oxygen concentration in the liquid phase 

saturated oxygen <::Oncentration in the 

liquid ph"$e 

P~. peroxide ion 
1.] 

i number of carbon atoms 

position of double bond between 

carbon atom j and j+1 

P
n 

pe~oxide ions, which belong to class n 

Po poison 

P02 
p.s.a 

(p.s.a)o 

S 

oxygen prelOeUJ;e 

platinum surface area per gramme catalyst 

non-active p.s.a 

selectivity G 4 Ga 

ml/gr 

romolil. 

mmol/l 

mInol/l 

romol/l 



T 

TAC 

~TAC 

Toe 
x, Y, Z 

Y 

" 
fJ 

e 
¢g 

i21 z 
(j 

':f 
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temperature 

total alkali consumption ~elative to [Hol 

alkali consumption at t = +0 

total oxygen consumption z-el",tive to [Hol matomf=ol 

constant$ foz- a given experiment, which 

depend on [OR] and [°11 (chapter 4) 
maximum value of the oxygen uptake rate 

(chapter 4.8) 

(E~) sf (E~_1) 

(E~)bf(E:_1) 

degree of occupaticn 

ga$ flow 

liquid flow 
aotive catalyst site 

average residence time 

l/h 

ml/h 

sec 
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SUMMARY 

The historical destination of sugar as an article of food is 

scarcely broken. Opposite objections to the use of agrario 

food products for tho production of non-consumable chemioals, 

the following considerations can be placed. The annual re

cultivation of the raw materials, creates a constant employ

ment in the agraric sector and its supply sectors. More in 

part.i.cul;;>.r, this opens pel'spcctives for the devel-oping coun

tries, which might then improve both their empJ_oyment posi

tion and their balance of payment. 

This thesis deaJ.!5 t-lith the oxidation of glucose with oxygen 

in aqueous alkaline solutions in order to obtain information 

for the design of an industrial in!5tallation for the oxida

tion of monosacoharides ~o corresponding monocarbonic acids 

by mean!5 of hoterogeneou!5 noble metal CatalySiS. The mecha

ni!5ms and the kinetics of both the non-catalytic and cataly

tio oxidation have been studied ~n a batch-t-lise operated 

stir~ed tank reactor. 

For this stUdy, two annlytical methods have been developed. A 

ga!5chromatographio method based on silylation ~llowed the de

ter,mination of both the unconverted monosaccharides and the 

acidic produots formed.A dispLacement electrophoretic method, 

first described by Martin and Everaerts, showed to be very 

ueeful for our investigations and enabled the acidic products 

to be determined quantitatively. The agreement between the 

results of the two methods wae very good. 

The meohan.i.sffi and the k~netics of the non-catalytic, homoge

neous oxidation are studied in order to obtain basic informa

tion on the behaviour of hexose!5 in aqueous alkaline soluti

OTIS. The influence of the type of hexo!5e, the hexo!5e concen

tration, the hydroxyl ion conoentration, the oxygen concen

tration in the liq~id phase, and the temperature on the re

action rate and the product distribution can be described by 

a reaction mechanism, which in essence comprise5 a rapid de

protonisation of the gl~coee moleoules, folloWed by a slower 

de-cycli!5ation toward!5 an enolate ion structu~e. In addition 

to the formation of fructose, from the initially formed enol-
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ate ions a great number of other enolate ions are fo~ed by a 

set of reactions which is repeated a number of times. The 

enolate ione are o~idleed to peroxides, which break into aci

dic produots. 

Concerning the oxidation of glucose on a platinwm on oarbon 

catalyst, we have investigated the influenoe of the glucos@ 

concentration, the gluconic acid concentration, the hydroxyl 

ion concentration, the catalyst concentration, the oxygen 

concentration in the liqUid phase, and the temperature on the 

reaction rate and the selectivity. The reaction can be des

cribed as a parallel system of two non-dissociative monomole

cular reactions on two different types of active sites. The 

kinetics of the main reaction (glucose + gluconic acid) can 

be represented by a first order rate equation, in which the 

inverse reaction rate coefficient is a linear function of the 

actual glucose and gluconic acid concentrations. The initial 

rate of the side reaction rapidly diroinishes, because the ac

tive 5ites concerned are de-activated owing to strong adsorp

tion of the reaction product (most probably glucosaccharic 

aoid) ,The added gluoose oontained a poison which de-activated 

only a given part of the activ@ sites for the main reaction. 

A number of types of supported platinum catalysts have been 

investigated. We have found that platinum on carbon was most 

effective, and that the platinum surface, as determined by 

titration with hydrogen, serves as a 900d parameter for cata

lytic activity. The selectivity of the catalyst can be ex

plained by the actual ratio of the number of active sites of 

the two types ~ent~oned above. 

A continuous operatln9 trickle bed reactorha5been developed, 

in which optimisation studies for a larger scale installation 

can be carried out. A prOlonged run has shown that no loss of 

catalyst occurred during 100 hours of cont~nuous operation. 

The reaction rate and the selectivity for the oxidation of 

glucose to gluconic acid were constant during the experiment. 
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SAMENVATTING 

De historische be stemming van suiker als voedingsmiddel is 

nauwelijk5 doorbroken. Tegenover de bezwaren tegen het ge

bruik van voedingsmiddelen voer de produktie van niet-consu

mabele chemicalien, staan de vOlgende ovE~egingen. Ret jaar.

lijks opnieuw verbouwen van de gronosto£een schept een blij

vende werkgelegenheid in de agrari5che sector en de toelever

ingssectoren. ~n het bijzonder opent oit perspectieven voor 

de ontwikkelingslanden welke zowel h~ werkgelegenheid als 

hun betalingsbalans gunstig zouden kunnen beinvloeden. 

Deze dissertatie omvat de studie van de oxidatie van glucose 

met zuurstof in alkalisehe oplossingen met ale doel het ver

krijgen van inzicht voor het ontwerp van een industri~le in

stallatie voor de oxidatie van monosacchariden tot correspon

derende polyhydroxy-monocarbon~uren door middcl van heteroge

ne edelmetaal katalyse. De mechanismen en de kinetiek van zo

weI de nict~katalytische als de katalytische oxidatie zijn 

bestudscrd in een ladingsgewijze bedreven geroerQe tank reac

tor. 

Twee analytische methoden werQen ontwikkeld. Zowel ds niet 

Offigezetto monosacchariden als de gevormde zure produkton wer

den als silylderivaten gaschromatografisch bepaald. Met een 

electroforese methode, zoals recent bescnreven door Martin en 

Eve~aerts, konden de zure produkten kwantitatief wprden be

paald. De overeenstemming tussen de resultaten van beide me

thoden was zeer good. 

tlet mechanisme en de kinetiek van de niet-katalytische homo

gene o~idatie zijn bestudsord om een inzicht te krijgen in 

het gedrag van hexosen in waterige alk~lische oplossingen. De 

~nvloed van het type hexose, de he~ose concontratie, de hydro

xyl ionen concsntratie, de zuur5tof concentratie in de vloei

stoffase, en de temperatuur op de reactiesnelheid en de pro

duktdistributie kan worden besehreven door een reactiemecha

nisme waarin een sne~le protonafsplitsing van de glucose mo

leculen wordt gevolgd door een langzamer ringopening naar een 

enolaat ion structuur. Naast de vorming van fructose worden 

uit de initieel govormde enolaat ionen sen groot aanta~ andero 
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enolaat ionen g9vormd door 99n aantal malen herhaald9 gro9p 

van reacties.De enolaat ionen worden geoxideerd tot peroxiden 
welke splitsen in zure produkten. 

In het Kader van de oxidatie van glucose tot gluconzuur met 

een platina op kool katalysator werd de invloed van de glU

cose concentratie, de gluconzuur concentratie, de hydroxyl 

ionen concent.atie, Qe kataly~ator conoentratie, de zuurstoi 

oonoent:r;atie in de vloeistoffase, en .de temperatuur op de ;I;"e

actiesnelheid en de selectiviteit bestudeerd. De :r;eactie kan 

worden beschreven als een parallel systeem van twee niet~dis~ 

sociatieve monomoleculaire reacties op twee verschillende ty

pen actieve plaatsen op het katalysator oppervlak. De kinetiek 

van de hoofdreactie (glucose ->- gluconzuur) kan worden beschre

ven door een eerste orde snelheid~vergelijkin9 waarin de in

verse :r;eactie$nelheid$co~fficient een lineaire functie is van 

de actuele glucose en gluconzuur concentraties. De initi~le 
snelheid van de nevenreactie daalt snel omdat de betrokken 

actieve plaatsen worden gedeactiveerd door een sterke adsorp

tie van het reactieprodukt (waarschijnlijk glucosaccharine

zuur). De toegevoegde glucose bevatte een gif dat slechts gen 

bepaald gedeelte van de actieve plaatsen voor Qe hoofdreaetie 

kon vergiftigen. 

Een aantal typen platina op drager katalysatoren werden onder

zocht. Platina op kool is het meest effectief. Het platina 
oppervlak, bepaa~d door titratie met waterstof, bleek een 

goede parameter voor de activiteit van de katalysator. De se
lectiviteit van de katalysator wordt verklaatd door de actu

ele verhouding van de aantallen actieve plaatsen van de twee 

bovengenoemde typen. 
Een oontinue trickle bed reactor is ontwikkeld waarin optima

lisatie studies kunnen worden uitgevoerd. Tijdens een experi

ment van 100 uur trad geen verlies van de katalysator op. De 

reactiesnelheid en de selectiviteit voor de oxidatie van glu
cose tot gluconzuur bleven tijdens het experiment constant. 
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STELLINGEN 

1. V~~r het bleken van 011e kan waterstofoverdracht naar het 

geconjugeerde ststeern van de kle~rstof een ro1 spelen. 

H. Hadorn, K. ZUr~her; Mitt. Lebensmitteluntersuchung 
und Hygiene, 11 (1966) 189. 

M.J.A.M. den Otter; dissertatie T.H. Eindhoven (1968) 

2. De aanname van BockrisenDamjanovic dat de be2 ettingsgraad 

van adionen aan een electrode oppervlak onafhanke1ijk is 

van de natuur van de verschillende kristalv1akken is onge

fundeerd. 

J.O'M. Bockris, A. Damjanovic; Modern aspects of 
electrochemistry no.3, 255 Butterworths 

London 1964. 

3. De door Gardner en Fraenke1, in hun kinetische 5tud~e van 

de polymerisatie van twavel, voorgestelde verklaring voor 

de toenaroe van de esr lijnbreedte bij tcenemende tempera

tuur ~s niet geldig boven 420°C. 

D.M. Gardner, G.K. Fraenkel; J.Am.Chem.Soc. 78 (1956) 
3279. 

4. Norton en M055 hebben b~j h~n 5tudie van de selectieve Oxi

datieve de-alkylatie van methylna£taleen ten onrechte geen 
rekening gehouden met de vorming van benzeen. 

C.J. Norton, T.E. Mos5; Am.Chem.Soc. Chicago Meeting, 
(1964) div~5ion of petroleum chemistry. 

5. In de diGcusGies over de doelstellingen van de universi

teit dientderelati@ unive~site1t/1nduGt~ie niet een over
heersende rol te spelen. 

J.J. Servan-Schreiber; De Amerikaanse uitdaging, 
139-140, Bruna, Utrecht, 1968. 



6. Advertenties, w~~r1n een nieuw te bouwen huis wordt aange

bOden met als argument lage overdrachtskosten, zljn mis

leldend als geen melding wordt gamaaktv~nhet rentaverlies 

tijdens de bouw. 

7. Het verdient aanbevelingdewegenbelasting onder t€ brengen 

in da accijns op de motorbr~ndstof. 

Eindhoven, 3 juni 1959. H.G.J. de Wilt. 
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